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Chapter 1: Executive Summary 
 
Climate change affects the health of people and the environment.  The U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has published research that explains the danger of 
greenhouse gas emissions on humans, wildlife, and the planet.  Initiatives and policies are 
enacted every day to counter the harm that is done to the environment.  Many companies now 
publish environmental impact reports or Corporate Sustainability Reports (CSR) to promote 
industry transparency.  Participating in environmental and social initiatives is also a competitive 
advantage for these Fortune 500 companies.  Customers can support a company based on their 
environmental friendliness or social responsibility.  Companies are then encouraged to promote 
social issues like workplace diversity, women in management, and community development; and 
environmental issues like habitat conservation, green building, and energy reduction.   
CMC’s Roberts Environmental Center has created an environmental and social grading 
system for corporations in different industries.  For the general merchandising sector, the Pacific 
Sustainability Index (PSI) is used to evaluate each of the 18 companies.  Companies are graded 
on discussion (external communication), initiative, context, goals to improve, current 
performance, past performance improvement, and adoption of policy.  Based on these results, 
companies will receive a score and be assigned a grade, A+ through F.   
The general merchandising sector companies scored from highest to lowest in the 
following order: Walmart, Nordstrom, Sears Holdings, Macy’s, PPR, Target, Kohl’s, JC Penney, 
Dollar General, Belk, Neiman Marcus, Shopko Stores, Follett, Family Dollar, Dillards, 
Newegg.com, Michael’s Stores, and Fry’s Electronics. These companies represent the most 
successful companies based on their strategies to reduce their environmental impact.  Extended 
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Producer Responsibility, green building, and community initiatives are three categories that are 
imperative to discuss when addressing environmental and social reporting.  
Consumers expect institutions like local governments, manufacturers, and retailers to 
protect and improve the state of the planet.  Because it is difficult to determine which party 
should be held responsible for managing and disposing waste, the burden has been placed on 
consumers to throw away their products and then for the government to dispose of them.  Local 
governments rely on taxpayers and federal grants for products and packaging disposal.  Until 
recently, the disposal methods have consisted only of landfills and incinerators.  Consequences 
of these disposal methods are relevant through scientific studies, and consumers are concerned 
that the products on which they rely, have no place to go once they are at the end of their life 
cycle.  Extended Producer Responsibility is a program that offers solutions to the waste disposal 
system currently in place.  By making the brand-owner, or producer of the product, responsible 
for the disposal of the product at the end of its life, the program incentivizes companies to both 
design products with fewer environmental impacts and create take-back programs to assist 
consumers with the proper disposal of their purchased products. 
In addition to dealing with product content and packaging, consumers along with 
environmental analysts are also wary about the manufacturing facilities themselves.  Green 
building is a progressive and innovative system that ensures new buildings are built using 
sustainable resources, and implementing energy and water saving, and applying waste reducing 
operations.  These operations can include low flush toilets, movement light sensors, and 
recycling programs. 
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Environmental impact reports are vital to understanding a company’s operation.  The 
social reporting aspect of this PSI scoring system, however, is also important.  Companies that 
have high scores have a clear code of ethics, human rights reporting system, and more 
importantly, social community investments.  These companies understand the ethics of corporate 
giving and show their support by donating resources or funds to the communities in their 
demographics.  Community education and development are the most common ways that 
corporations show their support.  Some organizations also partner with organizations like United 
Way or donate time, resources, or money, to natural disaster relief funds like the American Red 
Cross.  Employee volunteering is another way for a company to give back.  Engaging employee 
volunteers is another way for a company to give back.  In this way, the employee and the 
company provide resources to a community and put in the manpower and hours where they are 
best needed.     
The Results 
Walmart, Nordstrom, Sears Holdings, Macy’s, PPR, Target, Kohl’s, and JC Penney 
represent the most successful Fortune 500 companies scored in this report.  They are leading the 
general merchandising sector in both environmental and social reporting data.  While most of 
these companies have not implemented EPR management programs, they are making efforts to 
promote recycling and reduce waste.  In addition, these companies also represent how this 
industry is promoting innovative programs like green building.  National certification 
organizations like Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) and Energy Star 
have developed systems to encourage companies to use energy saving equipment that are 
suggested in green building standards.  These retail companies have not only embraced these 
certification systems, but have implemented ways to cut their energy and water usage, and deal 
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with waste in an environmentally responsible way.  They have led the way by demonstrating 
social responsibility in their various community initiatives.  Every year, these companies find 
new ways to support K-12 education and emergency relief funds.  By working with 
communities, they understand the value of arts and culture, and donate resources and money to 
support festivals, libraries, and museums every year. 
While, these top Fortune 500 companies are prospering, the exact economic, 
environmental, or social benefits have not been formally calculated.  It is difficult to assess what 
specifies activities that contribute to their success.  Scientists and environmental analysts can 
only assume that these environmental and social initiatives are benefiting consumers and their 
neighborhoods.  Further research must be done to assess directly the impacts of these industry 
initiatives.  Until specific outcomes are determined, these companies should continue to reduce 
their individual carbon footprint and contribute to community sustainability and prosperity. 
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Chapter 2: Methodology 
The company information and statistics were gathered from the eighteen companies’ 
online company profiles and company-published CSRs.  The company grades were assigned 
through the Pacific Sustainability Index (PSI) scoring system.  PSI uses two systematic 
questionnaires to analyze the quality and depth of sustainability reporting.  After downloading 
English language webpages, the data were archived and analyzed based on specific reporting 
topics on different sustainability issues.  Once the company’s information is assessed, the 
completed questionnaires are entered into the PSI database, which automatically calculates the 
scores.  The scores are normalized to the potential maximum score and are then placed on a 
curve so that the highest scoring company receives an A+ because it represents the best possible 
outcome for the specific sector. 
The analysis consists of basic topics with possible points received for intent, reporting, 
and performance.  The intent topic points can be gained through discussion of intentions, vision, 
or plans, an/or evidence of implementation.  The reporting topics can earn five points and consist 
of qualitative and quantitative questions.  Quantitative points can be received through discussion, 
perspective, explicit numerical goals, data from a previous year, and data from the current year.  
Qualitative points are earned through discussion, initiatives, and perspective.  For every 
reporting topic, there are two possible performance points.  Points for quantitative topics can be 
received through improvement from previous reporting period and better performance than 
sector average.  Points for qualitative topics can be received if there is any indication of 
improvement from previous reporting periods.  Points for human rights reporting can be attained 
if they formally adopted a policy, described monitoring measures, showed evidence of policy 
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reinforcement actions, and indicated quantitative compliance.  More information on PSI 
reporting can be found in the Appendix.   
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Chapter 3: Background 
Today, scientists around the world publish studies that prove the earth’s inevitable 
deterioration.  The marine crisis, increased pollution, shrinking forests, and endangered wildlife 
are just a few of the major issues the world faces.  In 1970, the North Atlantic cod stocks boasted 
264,000 tons, but it collapsed to only 60,000 in 1995.  Over consumption and carbon dioxide 
emissions represent devastating impacts on the earth’s current environmental state.  Scientists 
have estimated that it takes 12.2 hectares of land to support just one American citizen.  In Briton 
it takes 6.29 hectares, and in Burundi just half of a hectare.  The greedy, self-absorbed American 
lifestyle is clearly unsustainable and wasteful.  Forest coverage has decreased by 12% from 1970 
to 2002.  Our depleting natural resources have also negatively affected our wildlife, too.  There 
are only half a million African elephants in the world today; in 1970, there were 1.2 million.  
Similarly, the songbird population in the United Kingdom has decreased significantly in the past 
thirty years.1    
 In a survey by Gallup, an organization that studies human nature and behavior, water 
issues were found to be the most concerning risks.  Three in four American citizens who 
participated in the Gallup 2011 survey stated that they worry about soil and water contamination 
by toxic waste, pollution of rivers, lakes and reservoirs, and the nation’s fresh water supply.2  
Approximately 72% of Americans reported concern about air pollution and six in ten worry 
about plant and animal species extinction.  Surprisingly, only half of the polled participants were 
worried about global warming.  This poll, however, was conducted on four days in March, and 
                                                            
1 http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2002/jul/07/research.waste 
2 http://www.gallup.com/poll/146810/Water-Issues-Worry-Americans-Global-Warming-
Least.aspx?utm_source=alert&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=syndication&utm_content=morelink&utm_ter
m=Environment 
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before the earthquake and tsunami devastated Japan and created a world-wide crisis regarding 
the safety of nuclear power.  Unfortunately, since the 2001 survey, Americans seem to have lost 
interest in environmental issues.  Global terrorism, the Iraq war, rising gas prices, and the 
uncertain economy are currently at the forefront of public concern and awareness.3   
Even though Americans’ attention span wanes, surveys like Gallup demonstrate that there 
is nation-wide interest in improving the environmental state of the planet.  Sustainability 
reporting is a topic that remains at the forefront of discussion.  Consumers remain concerned 
about climate change and global warming and they are looking to industry to solve these 
environmental issues.  The most efficient way to improve the quality of the products consumers 
use is to go straight to the source: product manufacturers.  The general merchandising industry is 
a huge contributor to much of the waste production, energy usage, and toxic emissions in the 
United States.  These companies need to run their corporations in environmentally sustainable 
ways and exercise social responsibility.   
This thesis specifically examines the general merchandising industry, more specifically, 
the top eighteen Fortune 500 companies.  Eight of these companies exhibited environmental and 
social responsibility: Walmart, Nordstrom, Sears Holdings, Macy’s, PPR, Target, Kohl’s, and JC 
Penney.  This paper will focus on these exemplary companies.  
Walmart 
                                                            
3 http://www.gallup.com/poll/146810/Water-Issues-Worry-Americans-Global-Warming-
Least.aspx?utm_source=alert&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=syndication&utm_content=morelink&utm_ter
m=Environment 
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Walmart Corporate exemplifies how a major corporation can take action towards 
improving environmental sustainability around the world.  Its environmental management team 
has developed the Sustainability 360 approach, which gives Walmart a more comprehensive 
view of its company and engage suppliers and customers around the world to join them in 
improving the environment.  In 2009, Walmart decreased plastic bag waste by 6.5 million 
pounds.  To cope with its industrial carbon footprint, it has eliminated 20 million metric tons of 
greenhouse gases from its global supply chain.  GreenWERCS, a Walmart organization, focuses 
on improving chemical-based products so that they are less environmentally harmful than 
existing products.  Walmart Corporate also believes in social responsibility and human rights 
reporting.  Through social community investments, Walmart supports fighting hunger, veteran 
communities, environmental education, and children’s hospitals.  For example, Walmart stores 
donate excess food to the Feeding America Program and has joined with the government to work 
towards reforming the health care system in America.  Walmart also offers employees a benefit 
and support program.  Its workplace development program supports upward career development 
and eliminates discrimination in the workplace.  Walmart has set the highest standard for 
corporate environmental responsibility and continues to be a national leader in reducing 
greenhouse gases, supplier responsibility and diversity, and human rights. 
Nordstrom 
Nordstrom values environmental protection, workforce diversity, supplier diversity, and 
community investment. It has invested in organic farmers who limit the amount of pesticides and 
fertilizer to make organic cotton.  By installing efficient spotlight technology and heating and 
cooling systems, Nordstrom has reduced its energy usage and increased lighting efficiency.  To 
save forests and educate customers about its environmental initiatives, Nordstrom uses paper that 
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conserves natural forests for its mailings and catalogs.  It also uses recycled materials to package 
products and reduce waste.  Nordstrom has implemented a water-saving initiative in its 
landscapes and protects water source quality by installing regulated water flow toilets and 
urinals.  It participates in the Carbon Disclosure Project to track and share information about 
greenhouse-gas emissions.  Besides its environmental initiatives, Nordstrom also takes care of its 
employees and customers.  It has created a wellness program designed to offer employees the 
information and resources they need to live healthy and happy lives.  Through this program, 
employees can learn to improve their behavioral habits.  To help fellow citizens, employees 
volunteer in this wellness program with United Way, a partner of Nordstrom.  However, 
although Nordstrom is a leader in environmental initiatives, they would benefit from disclosing 
more information on its human rights reporting.  Human rights reporting is an important 
indicator of corporate social responsibility and must be addressed in CSR reports.  
Sears Holdings 
Sears Holdings has implemented many environmental initiatives to address the growing 
emissions and habitat issues.  In 2010, Sears earned the Energy Star Retail Partner of the Year 
award.  It created the Responsible Appliance Disposal Program, which makes it easy for 
customers to dispose of old refrigerators, freezers, and air conditioners properly at the end of the 
product life cycle.  It also has established the Sustainable Paper Procurement Policy ensuring that 
the paper used by Sears is made from a sustainable combination of resources and processes.  It 
now offers reusable bags to its customers and offers green home improvement products that are 
well labeled to educate its customers.  In 2008, Sears recycled 2250 tons of hangers and 2058 
tons of plastic.  It has installed energy efficient lighting and reclaims and recycles precious 
metals, antifreeze, and batteries.  Sears sells green products and encourages customers to 
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purchase those items that can be recycled; it carries energy-efficient televisions and recyclable 
electronics.  Sears has also implemented oil recycling initiatives to conserve oil; 8.8 million 
gallons of oil were recycled in 2004.  In an effort to remove tires from waste streams, Sears 
created a group to do just that.  The Sears Logistic Team promotes clean air through its 
Smartway Transport Partner initiative.  Partnering with the EPA, this team works to reduce 
carbon emissions and environmental impacts caused by the trucking industry.  While Sears has 
initiated several environmental programs, social responsibility was lightly discussed in the Sears 
report; it only mentioned that flexible hours and telecommuting were viable work options for 
employees to reduce transportation emissions and create a better work environment.   While, 
Sears’ human rights reporting is sufficient, more information about workforce diversity and 
women in management would be beneficial.  Ethnic and gender diversity is an important 
indicator in social reporting.  Consumers want to know that the products they buy are 
manufactured by corporations who value career development for women and who do not 
discriminate against employees based on race.     
Macy’s 
Macy’s has made significant progress in the past two years to reduce its impact on the 
environment.  It has installed solar power systems and implemented energy projects to reduce 
overall energy use.  Office paper use has decreased by 34% and credit card statements can now 
be checked online instead of sent using paper in the mail.  Waste programs have diverted up to 
60% of the waste from landfills and biodegradable packaging materials have replaced Styrofoam 
peanuts.  Macy’s has launched its Green Living website so that associates can interact with the 
company about sustainability-related topics at work and home.  It also accepts and recycles 
fluorescent bulbs, cell phones, and batteries.  To contribute to neighborhood communities where 
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retail stores are located, Macy’s also encourages its employees to volunteer and they partnered 
with United Way.  Macy’s created a gift matching program and an earning for living program.  
Although Macy’s has made progress on its social and environmental initiatives, they need to 
report more information about its direct emissions.  Greenhouse gas emissions must be reported 
to directly access the carbon footprint of a corporation.  Discussing its goals to reduce emissions 
or stating that it has reduced emissions in previous years is not sufficient.  The exact emissions 
data must be published to illustrate the actual positive changes in a company. 
Pinault-Printemps-Redoutet (PPR) 
PPR has a corporate sustainability report, which outlines its commitment to 
environmental labeling, environmental education, community partnerships, and diversity.  Their 
supplier selection is based on the company’s environmental concern and explicit report of its 
greenhouse gas emissions, waste produced, electricity consumed, energy used and water used.  
PPR implemented programs to decrease paper usage and purchase recycled paper.  It also created 
The Green Toolbox, which is a program that integrates environmental criteria for equipping, 
operating and maintaining its buildings.  This Green Toolbox reduces the overall environmental 
impacts of each store and has a positive economic impact.  It recently started initiatives to 
support women’s rights and development in the workforce, and they have recorded information 
regarding its workforce turnover and recordable incident rates.  PPR’s human rights reporting is 
affirmatively represented by its support for the United Nations Global Compact. 
Target 
Target has impressive environmental visions and has implemented many of its goals into 
everyday routines at stores around the world.  It has implemented a recycling program that 
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specializes in recycling shopping carts; 90 percent of hangers are also now recycled and reused.  
To decrease transportation emissions, Target employees use Segways.  LED lights installed in 
Target stores have decreased the amount of energy used in retail stores.  To cope with the 
growing destruction of environmental habitats and ecosystems, Target has begun redeveloping 
brownfield sites.  Target reports a vast variety of social community initiatives around the world.  
Their philanthropic initiatives include reading and education, arts and culture, and social 
services.  In 2009 alone, employees volunteered 450,000 hours of community service to work 
towards community goals.  Target donates $3 million each week toward community 
development and education; it gives five percent of its income to the communities in which it 
operates.  It also donates overstocked groceries to communities in need.  Target’s environmental 
reporting, however, is flawed.  More emission reporting is necessary to assess the actual carbon 
footprint of the whole company.  Target also needs to report human rights issues: sexual 
harassment, bribery, and free association.  These specific issues are addressed in the United 
Nations Global Compact and should be included in the social reporting of every company.   
Kohl’s 
Kohl’s dedication to environmental conservation is evident through its recycling 
initiatives and conservation efforts.  Gift boxes and restroom tissues are made from 100% 
recycled paper, and carpet recycling and high efficiency lighting has been installed at Kohl’s.  It 
has asked vendor partners to eliminate or reduce packaging on merchandise shipped to its stores.  
Solar panels and other renewable energy sources have been purchased to increase energy 
efficiency and Kohl’s is a member of the ENERGY STAR Program.  Green building materials 
and green power are at the forefront of Kohl’s green initiatives.  These green building 
requirements include green materials, recycled building materials, and air quality and ventilation 
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that enhance the environment.  Alternative transportation initiatives and construction activity 
pollution prevention demonstrate Kohl’s dedication to environmental protection.  Kohl’s social 
responsibility is evident through its Kids Who Care scholarship program to encourage 
community education.  Its fundraising gift card program allows youth-serving non profits or 
schools to keep the profits from selling Kohl’s gift cards.  Kohl’s did a great job reporting its 
emissions, waste, and energy use.  However, while its community involvement and 
environmental initiatives are exemplar, it didn’t provide information on human rights or a code 
of ethics.  The other companies in the general merchandising companies include a code of ethics 
to illustrate its commitment to human rights and social responsibility.  Kohl’s, however, did not 
have a code of ethics or any information on its website about human rights reporting.   
JC Penney 
JC Penney is exemplary in its environmental education and recycling initiatives.  JC 
Penney has installed solar panels and wind turbines to increase its renewable energy usage at 
stores nationwide.  Recycling initiatives have increased the amount of cardboard and plastic 
hangers JC Penney recycles, decreasing its overall waste produced.  Simply Green is JC 
Penney’s designation to assist customers in making environmentally conscious purchases.  
Through its green products suppliers, JC Penney educates its consumers and associates by 
choosing the best products that have the least negative environmental impacts.  Reusable 
shopping bags are offered as an alternative to paper and plastic bags at JC Penney stores.  It 
focuses its corporate responsibility on its community and associates.  Its social investment 
activities include an after-school fund, associate giving, corporate giving, and aligning with 
community advocates.  While workplace and supplier diversity is a key element of JC Penney, 
more information on human rights, creating initiatives to increase habitat conservation or 
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biodiversity, and generating audits of carbon dioxide emissions and energy usage would make JC 
Penney’s report stronger. 
Retail companies have many incentives to participate in or create programs that will 
benefit the environment and community development and education.  These companies value 
many things: product success, high revenue returns, and customer respect.  Without support from 
their customers, these companies would not be in business.  How can they survive in a 
competitive market? They need to deliver what the customer values.  Today, customers are 
beginning to understand the important role businesses play in environmental stewardship.  The 
people with the power to make a difference in environmental stewardship are those with money: 
the industry.  Industry has responded to the new customer-focus on environmental sustainability 
by publishing Corporate Sustainability Reports (CSR) and filling their corporate websites with 
statements and data that show how they value ecosystems and the communities they affect.  
Customers appreciate companies that are making an effort to reduce their carbon footprints and 
contribute to global and local social service programs.  Furthermore, the use of green purchasing 
and green labeling will educate customers about their product options and potentially boost sales 
for the companies offering the most environmentally-friendly products.  
Other industry incentives to manage “green” companies are the possibilities of huge 
economic returns.  While there are currently a limited number of studies assessing the economic 
success of implementing environmental management systems, there is an assumption that 
reducing energy and water usage will inevitably reduce facility and production costs.  Similarly, 
investment in emergency protection funds, United Way, and community development initiatives 
will only boost the company reputation and predictably boost sales. 
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Chapter 4: Producer Responsibility, Green Building, Supplier Diversity, and Community 
Initiatives: How have the best scoring companies addressed these topics? 
A. Producer Responsibility 
America’s municipal waste system is made up primarily of products and packaging.  The 
majority of companies mass market their products and design packaging based on long-distance 
distribution channels that, at the end of their life cycle, becomes solid and sometimes hazardous 
waste.  Even when a product is small and requires minimal packaging, manufacturers often 
create large plastic packaging to bring attention to the product and to prevent theft.  Consumers 
are both ignorant about the effects of over packaging on our landfills and complacent about 
voicing their opinions to move towards change.  The general population looks to institutions like 
local governments, manufacturers, and retailers to improve the policies in an effort to save the 
planet.  Because it is difficult to determine which party, manufacturers or consumers, should be 
held responsible, consumers continue to throw their products into their trash cans and depend on 
government to deal with their disposal.  Local governments rely on taxpayers and federal grants 
to deal with product waste and packaging.  Until recently, the disposal methods have consisted 
only of landfills and incinerators.  The negative consequences of these disposal methods are 
relevant because of scientific impact studies.  Consumers are concerned that the products they 
use have no place to go once they are at the end of their life cycle because landfills are closing.   
With Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR), the entity that designs, produces, sells, or 
uses a product must take primary responsibility for its environmental impact through its entire 
life cycle.  Manufacturers are required to include recycling or disposal services costs in the sale 
price of a product.  The Extended Producer Responsibility Program offers a waste disposal 
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system solution.  By making the brand-owner, or manufacturer, responsible for the disposal of 
the product at the end of its life, the EPR program will give companies incentives to both design 
a product with fewer environmental impacts and create take-back programs to assist consumers 
with the proper disposal of their purchased products. 
Most take-back programs in the United States are voluntary, but, unfortunately, there are 
very few in existence at this time.  Companies like IKEA, Orchard Supply Hardware, Xerox, 
Dell, Kodak, and Hewlett-Packard, have attempted to start programs that address the EPR issue. 
Home Depot accepts (mercury-containing) compact fluorescent bulbs; however, they won’t 
accept fluorescent lamp tubes.  All fluorescent lighting is now banned from landfill.  Many state 
laws require electronic manufacturers to manage their products at the end of life.  Today, there 
are laws in Europe, Japan, and Canada that mandate manufacturers to pay for collection, 
recycling and recycling/disposal costs of their products and packaging.  Germany, for example, 
has already implemented regulations on the packaging of products and disposal of one-way 
beverage containers. 
Here in the United States, both businesses and customers care about the environment and 
many are willing to make sacrifices in lifestyle and costs.  Green products are a growing trend 
and customers want to purchase products from companies that manufacture environmentally 
sustainable products.  Product stewardship is an added value that companies can use to 
encourage customers to purchase their brands. 
Unfortunately, many manufactured products today are designed and built for 
obsolescence.  Products are used up and thrown away to promote more sales.  While new 
products are intended to replace their old counterparts and models, products should be designed 
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to mimic biological systems that support zero waste.  The business model goal should be to 
create products that are easily recycled and remanufactured by retrieving the product back from 
the consumers to use in the process of producing these new products.   Collecting old products 
and including recycled material in new products increases industry-wide sustainability.  Business 
models should be designed to conserve natural resources and protect public health and the 
environment.  They should minimize the use of virgin materials, unless the material is 
renewable, sustainable, and/or recyclable.  These products should be non-toxic and easily 
recoverable.  To ensure that products meet the above criteria, entities involved in the aspects of 
product development will need to be legally responsible from product design to product 
recovery.  Then local governments could focus their limited resources on oversight and 
protecting public health and the environment.   
By making the manufacturer responsible for the product life cycle, EPR programs will 
not drive up the cost of the product to the consumer.  Manufacturers are forced to internalize the 
cost of managing life cycle costs in the retail price of their products.  Under any system, 
consumers pay for the end-of-life product management: our existing system is funded by taxes 
and garbage rates.  EPR simply shifts the cost to the producer instead of the taxpayer and 
internalizes the cost of the full life cycle of a product, which provides value information to the 
consumer regarding the products they purchase.  Product stewardship will create incentives for 
manufacturers to reduce overall costs by innovating collaborative renewable take-back programs.  
When the consumer makes purchases based on the full life cycle cost of the product, taxes and 
rates will decrease, government will shrink, businesses’ transparency will increase, and free 
markets will prevail. 
Examples 
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Sony, Dell, LG, Toshiba, Caterpillar, IDEA, HP, Brita, Panasonic, Honeywell, GE, Home 
Depot, Best Buy, OSH, and Radio Shack are already voluntarily implementing EPR programs.  
The Vice President of Sony, Mark Small, says, “if our name is on the product, we will recycle it 
at no cost to the costumer.”4  It is imperative to make EPR systems mandatory so that no 
companies will be at a competitive disadvantage.  All businesses should operate under the same 
fair standards; small marginal cost increases will be reflected in the product price of companies 
throughout the industry.  This new price bar will eliminate the negative implications of price 
competition resulting from existing EPR systems.5  
Companies will need to develop product distribution accounting systems that provide 
adequate data to measure products sold and products recovered.  They should also set up a 
collection infrastructure so that it is easy for customers to return their used products or 
packaging.  They should inform their customers of this new take-back program, provide some 
incentive for customers to participate, and develop recyclable packaging. This alone would save 
local governments millions of dollars in waste management costs and infrastructure.   
 EPR does not dictate that producers will necessarily have to take back all of their 
products.  It means that producers will get to determine how their products will be managed at 
the end of their life cycle.  Companies can develop Stewardship Organizations, create programs 
specific for each manufactured product, partner with retailers to create take-back program, 
establish a mail-back system or work with existing recycling programs.  Ideally, companies 
would redesign their product to eliminate toxic components and increase recycled content.  
These newly redesigned products would have an extended life and be easy to recycle at the end-
                                                            
4 http://www.calpsc.org/assets/policies/2009/Business%20Case%20for%20Product%20Stewardship.pdf 
5 http://www.calpsc.org/assets/policies/2009/Business%20Case%20for%20Product%20Stewardship.pdf 
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of-their-life cycles. Manufacturers will now decide what is best for their business and determine 
which techniques to recycle their products; therefore, companies should be held responsible for 
their own products through an EPR program instead of making local, state, or federal 
governments deal with the problem.  There are currently no nation-wide waste disposal programs 
in America.  Germany, however, has implemented a successful waste management program.   
Product manufacturing is currently conducted in an unsustainable fashion; they dig it out 
of the ground, ship it to the consumer, the consumer uses it, and they bury it back in the ground: 
all at the expense of taxpayer subsidies.  Furthermore, the quantity of waste has increased 
municipal costs and has caused recovered materials to flow into waste landfills and incinerators.  
Some manufacturers, retailers, and local and state governments have begun to implement 
policies that have producer responsibility elements.  Local jurisdictions are currently passing 
local resolutions, ordinances, and implementation plans that address producer responsibility.  
Laws must be written to establish a manufacturing standard that holds all companies responsible 
for the product waste and natural resource loss.   
Possible Legislation 
By establishing new laws, states will benefit from EPR initiatives.  Managing waste, 
specifically hazardous waste, costs local governments lots of money: up to $500 million annually 
is reserved for product waste management.6  Because the economy and population continues to 
grow every year, recycling is a constantly advancing alternative to landfills.  By redesigning 
products and packaging, less waste will be generated because more waste will be recycled 
instead of being sent to a landfill.  This will ultimately reduce costs for local governments.  
                                                            
6 http://www.calrecycle.ca.gov/EPR/Resources/FactSheet.htm 
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Recycling has an economic impact as well.  CalRecycle reports that recycling provides 85,000 
jobs, $4 billion in salaries and wages, and $10 billion in goods and services annually.7 
 Legislation regarding EPR must ensure that all products covered by stewardship 
programs are managed in an environmentally sound manner.  These regulations should be 
consistent with existing waste management and green house gas reduction laws.  Environmental 
benefits of an EPR program include an increase in recycling, reduction in greenhouse gasses, 
reduction in toxic product components, and an increase in energy efficiency.8  Local 
governments should also promote EPR systems.  As a result of the burden placed on local 
government for hazardous waste management, product stewardship councils have been formed in 
the Midwest, Northwest, California, Vermont, British Columbia, Texas, and New York City.  
Starting in 2008, they have adopted EPR programs and policy and legislative initiatives to 
advance EPR.9   
The government should encourage local businesses (retailers) to assist in take-back 
programs and quickly educate consumers. Businesses should be allowed to design innovative 
products with cost-effective distribution and return systems allowing the government to focus on 
setting performance goals and monitoring compliance.  Efficient product stewardship systems 
have reduced costs more than government-run programs.  Because EPR places the responsibility 
on the industry, not the government, it allows these systems to be cost-effective and efficient.10 
The Role of Local Governments 
                                                            
7 http://www.calrecycle.ca.gov/EPR/Resources/FactSheet.htm 
8 http://www.calrecycle.ca.gov/EPR/Resources/FactSheet.htm 
9 Mohajer, Mike. The Journal for Municipal Solid Waste Professionals 
10 http://www.calpsc.org/assets/policies/2009/Business%20Case%20for%20Product%20Stewardship.pdf 
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By implementing producer responsibility into local, state and federal purchasing 
contracts, EPR policies can drive changes in every community.  Furthermore, waste haulers, 
retailers, recyclers, local government associations, and legislators should be educated about EPR 
programs and encouraged to support new standards and legislation.   
 Local governments are in the ideal position to implement a Zero Waste planning 
approach.  By dealing with waste locally, it encourages the producers and the community to 
create an approach that reaches a mutually desirable outcome.  Producers will create recycling 
options at the lowest cost to the consumer.  Local governments can focus its resources on 
protecting human health and the environment.  They can also use zoning and land-use authority 
to create EPR programs to foster biodiversity, community development, and diversify 
economies.   
 EPR can reduce public waste costs and has the potential to eliminate 75% of the waste 
stream.  Inevitable political appeal and economic benefits to recycling make the Zero Waste 
planning program ideal.  Most importantly, this new management approach reserves the costs 
and benefits of recycling for the brand-owner, not the public.11 Eventually, local government will 
be completely removed from managing waste and competitive free markets will maximize 
resource conservation and guarantee a steady flow of recycled material to the manufacturing 
process.   
 Local governments can take five immediate steps to ensure the successful transition to 
Zero Waste and EPR.  First, public resources should be reserved for managing food wastes and 
other products that are more difficult to separate and recycle.  Local government should also 
                                                            
11 http://www.calpsc.org/assets/policies/thru2008/PPI_Zero_Waste_and_Local_Govt.pdf 
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encourage companies or organizations to sponsor recycling programs.  This will reduce 
municipal costs, but more importantly, will reinforce EPR concepts and demonstrate corporate 
environmental responsibility.  By voluntarily hosting EPR programs, without cost to taxpayers, 
local governments can show their support for recycling and jumpstart company involvement.  
Hosting or publicizing drop-off locations or banning products from disposal is avocation for EPR 
programs.  Local governments should also plan ahead for the monetary decline inevitable when 
implementing recycling programs.   By doing so, the elimination of a fee-based disposal facility 
will have less adverse effects on the government and make the transition easier.12 
 Second, governments should adopt garbage rates that require consumers to pay a fee to 
discard their waste.  Because local governments have the power to establish fees, bans, zoning 
requirements, and land use, they should use this policy authority to enforce laws that protect and 
promote public health and safety.   Adopting policies, laws, and ordinances that require recycling 
can encourage both households and local businesses to comply with Zero Waste efforts.  Once an 
EPR system is in place, the government should reduce its role in the waste implementation 
framework and simply provide oversight and a regulatory framework.  Local governments can 
also mandate local take-back programs.  While the EPR program places product take-back 
burdens on the manufacturing corporations themselves, local governments can also require small 
businesses to take back their products.  Small food businesses should be required to offer 
compost and litter cans at their locations to reduce product or packaging littering.  Similarly, 
shopping malls could be required through government mandated-zoning to offer EPR discard 
centers that comply with existing policy and laws regarding community cleanliness standards.  
                                                            
12 http://www.calpsc.org/assets/policies/thru2008/PPI_Zero_Waste_and_Local_Govt.pdf 
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EPR legislation could also include a clause about waste characterization.13  This way, more 
research will be done about what types of waste is most prevalent and EPR initiatives can 
address reducing more common types of waste.  
 Third, local governments should lead by example.  Citizens expect local agencies to be 
the role-model when it comes to environmental or social legislation.14  Local governments 
generate a large-volume of waste independent of society and must include internal programs and 
policies to ensure that recycling procedures are actively followed.  Staff competitions can be held 
to create innovative waste-reduction programs. 
 Fourth, local government should publicize the community’s waste data.  Governments 
produce annual reports stating the amount of tax money used to fund disposal of products and 
packaging.  Releasing the amount tax payers contribute to waste disposal will inform citizens of 
the true costs of their actions.  In addition, with an opportunity cost analysis, citizens will be 
informed of the true costs of landfills and incinerators.  This will act as an incentive for citizens 
to put pressure on manufacturers to internalize the life cycle costs of products and packaging 
recycling.  To further public education, students should be taught to place the burden of waste 
disposal on brand-owners not on the government.   
 Finally, while this may be obvious, local governments must completely understand EPR 
policy and the components necessary to successfully implement a cost-saving program.  Most 
importantly, they must insist that manufacturers create take-back programs at no cost to 
taxpayers.  They should also educate the producers of the products so that they know the 
government is no longer held responsible for the disposal of products.  As a supporter and 
                                                            
13 http://www.calpsc.org/assets/policies/thru2008/PPI_Zero_Waste_and_Local_Govt.pdf 
14 http://www.calpsc.org/assets/policies/thru2008/PPI_Zero_Waste_and_Local_Govt.pdf 
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stakeholder in EPR, local governments can help gain support from citizens and use local media 
to reach communities.15   
B. Green Building 
Green Building refers to environmentally responsible building standards and resources 
that are efficient throughout the life of the building.  In general, green building standards include 
efficient energy and water usage, protection of human health, and reduction of waste, pollution, 
and environmental impact.  By designing buildings with green systems and products, 
construction practices will help eliminate pollution and greenhouse gases and benefit the 
economy.  Green building has the following fundamental principles: sustainable design, energy 
efficiency, water efficiency, materials efficiency, indoor environmental quality, operations and 
maintenance optimization, and waste and toxics reductions.16 
 Sustainable design refers to the concept period before construction and implementation 
takes place.  This time period is where the cost and benefits are determined and life-cycle 
analysis of the building is analyzed.  By choosing materials and components that reduce the 
environmental impact, design consultants can ensure that the green building standards are 
achieved.17   
 Energy efficiency is an important part of green building because it can significantly 
reduce the energy consumption of onsite operations. Installation of high efficiency windows, 
walls, ceilings and floors, solar building designs, effective window placement, and solar water 
                                                            
15 http://www.calpsc.org/assets/policies/thru2008/PPI_Zero_Waste_and_Local_Govt.pdf 
16 http://www.epa.gov/greenbuilding/pubs/components.htm 
17 http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6V2V‐45CDGYM‐
1&_user=1516330&_rdoc=1&_fmt=&_orig=search&_sort=d&view=c&_acct=C000053443&_version=1&_urlVersio
n=0&_userid=1516330&md5=53953efbeaec609a01bb19f0727c9451 
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heating can drastically decrease energy usage; however, these are also the most expensive 
features of green building design.    
 Water efficiency in buildings can conserve water and protect water quality.  By reusing 
water onsite, dual plumbing systems can be installed that reduce water costs and increase 
conservation.  Greywater, wastewater from dishwashing and washing machines, can be utilized 
in ultra-low flush toilets, low-flow shower heads and outdoor irrigation systems to minimize 
impacts on local water sources.18   
 Renewable plant materials, lumber from sustainable forests, and recycled stone and metal 
are recommended materials for green building.  The EPA suggests using any material that is 
recycled, reused, or renewable and materials that are locally manufactured.  This will minimize 
waste, maximize recycling, and minimize energy used for transportation of materials.19   
 Indoor air quality, thermal quality, and lighting quality is also part of green building 
standards.  Improving indoor air quality means that volatile organic compounds are reduced 
through air ventilation systems and increase occupancy health.  Integration of natural and 
artificial light will improve lighting quality and decrease energy consumption.20 
 Providing onsite solutions to waste management can reduce the amount of material going 
to landfills.  Compost bins can also reduce waste production.  Greywater and rainwater can be 
used as irrigation and recycle wastewater.21  
                                                            
18 http://www.calrecycle.ca.gov/GREENBUILDING/basics.htm 
19 http://www.epa.gov/greenbuilding/pubs/components.htm#materials 
20 http://www.wbdg.org/design/ieq.php 
21 http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6VBB‐3SWJJHD‐
F&_user=10&_rdoc=1&_fmt=&_orig=search&_sort=d&view=c&_acct=C000050221&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_
userid=10&md5=a16968ef65ef0f292f3862293694c27crom 
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 Green building can only be successful if the systems are optimally maintained.  Green 
technology additions must be used throughout the building’s life cycle to achieve the full 
benefits.  Once maintained, the economic benefits of green buildings can be realized.  The 
biggest deterrent to green building is the expensive upfront costs.  While green building is 
generally 2% more expensive than current building practices, the financial savings yield over ten 
times as much over the building’s life cycle.  Some studies have projected a return of $53 to $71 
per square foot.22 
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certifications, developed by the 
U.S. Green Building Council, recognize green building systems.  This third-party verification 
system aims at improving energy savings, water efficiency, carbon dioxide emissions reductions, 
improvement in indoor air quality, and stewardship of resources.  Many companies have already 
achieved LEED certification and continually work towards meeting those environmental 
standards to increase economic and environmental gain. 
A leader among LEED achieving companies, Walmart created an environmental 
management program called Sustainability 360, which includes a green building component.  In 
2005, Walmart set a goal to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 20% by 2012.  Since 
then, it has successfully reduced GHG emissions from its facilities around the world by 5.1%.  In 
2009, it opened four more high-efficiency stores that are expected to perform 25% more 
efficiently than its 2005 baseline stores.  This new design, includes water source heat pumps, 
                                                            
22 Langdon, Davis. (2007) 
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light emitting diode (LED) lighting, a CO2 secondary refrigeration loop, and an active 
dehumidifier system.   
Nordstrom has implemented green building policies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions 
as well.  Oversight and maintenance of heating and cooling systems help Nordstrom decrease 
carbon emissions.  It has also upgraded store lighting switches to reduce energy. 
Sears Holdings’ first LEED certified building in Stockton, California, saved 2.75 million 
kWh per year.  Sears claims to select future store locations based on energy efficiency features.  
It has already leased five new high-efficiency distribution centers with skylights and intelligent 
lighting to adapt to natural sunlight and decrease energy usage.  The roofs at these distribution 
centers are designed to improve efficiency with white roofing material.  This type of insulation 
keeps the buildings cool in the summer and prevents heat loss during the winter.  At the 
distribution center in Morrisville, Pennsylvania, Sears has converted oil heating devices to 
natural gas systems to eliminate atmospheric emissions.  These new green buildings have already 
shown a 40% reduction in energy consumption and enhance Sears’ sustainability efforts through 
resource conservation and decreased energy consumption.   
Macy’s has set a sustainability goal to increase green building materials in construction 
projects by 20% over 2010 levels.  Solar power systems have been activated in 40 Macy’s and 
Bloomingdale’s stores in California, New Jersey, and Hawaii.   
Target’s social responsibility led it to build facilities that would improve consumers’ 
quality of life in communities where their stores are located.  Target builds stores that are 
aesthetically pleasing and sustainable in design.  The following eight developer guidelines have 
been created for Target’s new stores: 
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• Low Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) emissions 
• Locally manufactured construction materials 
• Components from recycled materials 
• Roofing that reflects sun’s heat  
• Indigenous plants and grasses for landscaping 
• GreenGuard and Energy Star certified office furnishings 
• Outdoor lighting that reduces pollution 
• Energy management systems 
Target also reuses and redevelops brownfields, environmentally impaired properties that 
were subject to chemical oil spills of former Superfund cleanup sites.  It has incorporated LEED 
standards to the design and building of five of its stores.  Target is one of 38 companies 
participating in the USGBC Pilot Portfolio Program that explores retailers’ needs so that they 
meet environmental standards as well as safety standards.   
Kohl’s green building initiatives include implementation of construction activity 
pollution prevention, alternative transportation, heat island effect, water-efficient landscaping, 
water-efficient building, construction waste management, recycled building materials, regionally 
sourced building materials, green power, building efficiency and thermal comfort, air quality and 
ventilation, green housekeeping, and on-site recycling.  Kohl’s has implemented a nationwide 
Storm Water Pollution prevention plan at every store location.  These prevention plans control 
soil erosion, waterway sedimentation, and airborne dust generation.  Bike racks are installed at 
store locators to encourage employees and customers to bike to stores instead of driving.  Its goal 
is to reduce fuel consumption and air and water pollutants caused by vehicle exhaust.  Kohl’s 
stores utilize Energy Star-approved roofing material that decreases energy demand due to the 
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heat island impact.  Kohl’s uses drip emitters to prevent water loss during irrigation of their 
landscaping.  These new innovations reduce potable water for irrigation by 50%.  To conserve 
water, Kohl’s installed new plumbing fixtures that reduce water consumption by 20%-30%.  Up 
to 75% of Kohl’s waste from construction sites is diverted from landfills; contractors are 
required to separate non hazardous waste.  It uses 20% of building materials from recycled 
sources to reduce the demand of virgin materials.  Concrete, steel, carpet, ceiling tiles, drywall, 
and insulation are selected based on their percentage of recycled content.  About 20% of building 
materials are sourced within 500 miles of store sites to reduce the transportation impacts of 
heavy metals.  Biomass and wind are renewable energy sources used to counter high energy 
consumption.  To further energy savings, heating and cooling systems have been installed in all 
new stores to optimize building energy usage and thermal comfort.  Kohl’s monitors air 
ventilation and uses materials that reduce VOCs.  Green cleaning supplies are enforced to reduce 
employee and customer exposure to harmful chemicals and increase recycled material usage.  It 
has also implemented on-site recycling centers for employees to properly dispose of waste. 
  JC Penney is focusing on implementing renewable energy usage in its stores.  Working 
with SunPower Corporation, JC Penney has already installed solar power systems in nine stores 
in California and New Jersey.  These stores produce 3.7 megawatts of clean electric power that 
eliminate 146,000 tons of carbon dioxide over the thirty-year expected lifetime.  The rooftop 
installations provide utility energy savings and price stability for 25% of the energy used at its 
stores.  JC Penney is also partnered with Broadstar Wind Systems on a pilot program to install 
wind turbines in a 1.6 million square-foot distribution center in Reno, Nevada. 
These Fortune 500 general merchandising companies have utilized exceptional methods 
of implementing green building systems.  LEED certification encourages companies to build 
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sustainable facilities and create a competitive advantage to corporate environmental 
responsibility.  These companies are industry leaders not only because of their financial success, 
but because through their environmental focus, they encourage their competitors and consumers 
to be mindful of environmental stewardship. While there are no data supporting the long-term 
economical, environmental, or social benefits of green building systems, these new efforts are 
guaranteed to have a positive effect on reducing environmental impacts.    
C. Community Initiatives 
Community initiatives are important indicators of social reporting.  Of the general 
merchandising companies, 77.8% of them addressed community development and education 
initiatives and 51.6% reported action in these fields.  Walmart, Target, Sears Holdings and 
Macy’s had the highest social intent scores out of the general merchandising sector.  These 
companies exhibited the highest contributions to society through their community development 
and education initiatives.   
Walmart provides both financial and volunteer support to more than 100,000 charitable 
and community-focused organizations.  The Walmart Foundation has a mission to improve the 
lives of customers and associates at Walmart.  Its main focus areas are education, workforce 
development, environmental sustainability, and health and awareness.  Walmart has made a 
commitment to provide $2 billion in cash and in-kind to help fight hunger through 2015.  Its goal 
is to aid those one in six Americans who go to bed hungry every night.  In addition, the Walmart 
Foundation has pledged to help veterans and military programs, underserved groups, the disabled 
community, and people impacted by national disasters.  Walmart has recently partnered with 
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Meharry Medical College and the Delta Regional Authority to bring health and wellness 
solutions to communities where Walmart stores are located. 
Walmart encourages its associates to support these programs through volunteer efforts 
and financial contributions.  In addition, Walmart associates are involved in determining what 
causes The Walmart Foundation supports based on what is important to them.  Recently, 
Walmart Foundation has announced a holiday campaign focusing on fighting hunger, 
committing $10 million to the veteran community, giving an environmental education grant to a 
museum, and raising $20 million for U.S. children’s hospitals. 
Since 1962, Target has donated 5% of its income to the communities where stores are 
located, which is about $3 million each week.  Target specializes its social giving programs in 
reading and education, volunteering, arts and culture development, and social services. 
Education is one of Target’s biggest priorities; it creates innovative educational programs to help 
children from birth through high school.  Educators must be given the tools needed to enrich the 
classroom experience and inspire students to enjoy and participate in active learning.  Take 
Charge of Education (TCOE) has been a Target tradition since 1997.  It has donated over $260 
million through this program to schools benefiting about 75% of eligible K-12 schools across the 
country.  These are unrestricted funds so schools can use them to buy textbooks, computer 
equipment, or even athletic uniforms.  Read.Sit.Read! is a Target program that helps parents 
realize the importance of reading to their children.  Target sponsors this awareness program and 
book festivals to encourage parents to encourage children to read more.  Target understands the 
importance of learning outside the classroom, too.  In 2009, Target awarded 5,000 field trips 
equaling $4 million in funds to one in every 25 K-12 schools across the country.  It also has 
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started the United Negro College Fund, Hispanic Scholarship Fund, and Target Store Grants to 
grant scholarships for higher education.   
Target sponsors the Sphinx Organization to foster diversity in classical music and the 
arts.  Other funded art programs include cultural festivals and nonprofit arts organizations.  
Disaster preparedness, relief and recovery efforts are funded by Target as well.  Supplies, 
volunteer hours, funding, and expertise are donated to institutions like the American Red Cross, 
Feeding America, and the Salvation Army.  The Target & BLUE program shares technology, 
expertise, and resources with law enforcement to improve safety in cities, increase forensic 
services, and fund law enforcement grants.  Most importantly, Target creates the opportunity for 
volunteering in all of its initiatives.   
Sears Holdings demonstrates its social responsibility in community engagement through 
its Green Network.  The mission is to increase awareness through education about sustainability 
issues and encourage employees to volunteer.  This program already has 200 members and is 
constantly growing to address volunteerism, education, communications and networking.  In 
addition to educating associates about sustainability issues, it also provides its members with 
ways to have a greener lifestyle.  Speakers lend tips on how to save energy, decrease water 
consumption, and reduce its overall environmental footprint.  This program also supports local 
NGOs to preserve wildlife in the surrounding corporate campuses.  
Sears Corporate has also created a program to show support for and engage the 
community in their heroes.  Sears improves the lives of military families in neighborhoods 
served by Sears stores through volunteering, monetary donations, and merchandise donations. 
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The Macy’s Foundation gives grants to organizations in arts and culture, education, the 
environment, HIV/AIDS, and women’s issues.  Overall corporate giving has totaled $29.9 
million to more than 5,000 nonprofit organizations in 2009.  Customers are encouraged to give 
back to their communities, and in 2009, they contributed $34.5 million through Macy’s 
programs.  These programs include Go Red for Women, Shop for a Cause, Thanks for Sharing, 
Reading is Fundamental, and Turn over a New Leaf.  Employee volunteers gave about 1.8 
million hours of service since the beginning of Partners in Time, the employee volunteer 
program.   Macy’s also matched associate gifts to nationwide organizations and granted $36,500 
to 143 school across the country in its Earning for Learning program.  It also partners with 
United Way and donated $5.1 million to their campaigns. 
Conclusion  
These companies set the industry standards for community giving.  The generous 
financial donations to support education, arts and culture, disaster relief funds, and health and 
women’s issues have the potential to make huge impacts on these social issues.  It also creates an 
industry-wide competitive advantage for those companies supporting community development 
and education.  Customers appreciate financial and volunteer aid in their local communities and 
are more inclined to purchase products/services from stores that offer these social incentives.  
For those general merchandising companies who do not participate in community giving 
programs, seeing the commercial and social benefits of corporate giving through industry 
transparency may encourage them to donates to areas of communities that are in need. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Recommendations  
Walmart, Nordstrom, Sears Holdings, Macy’s, PPR, Target, Kohl’s, JC Penney, Dollar 
General, Belk, Neiman Marcus, Shopko Stores, Follett, Family Dollar, Dillards, Newegg.com, 
Michael’s Stores, and Fry’s Electronics represent the most successful companies in the general 
merchandising sector.  Of these eighteen companies, Walmart, Nordstrom, Sears, Macy’s, PPR, 
Target, Kohl’s, and JC Penney represent the most environmentally and socially conscious 
general merchandising companies.   
Research suggests that these companies are aware of the positive impacts of 
environmental stewardship and the possible financial gain from releasing Corporate 
Sustainability Reports (CSR).  Customers recognize and value the importance of corporate 
initiatives that decrease their environmental impacts and contribute to community development.   
Extended Producer Responsibility and the implementation of take-back programs have 
yet to be infiltrated into corporate management practices.  Most companies are just beginning to 
evaluate their companies based on greenhouse gas emissions, water usage, waste production, 
human rights reporting, and community initiatives.  With local government and community 
support, industry will be urged to start their own take-back programs so product and packaging 
waste will be disposed of properly at the expense of the manufacturer.   
Green Building has already made a huge impact on the way this industry carries out its 
business practices.  The top reporting companies are using green building guidelines to build 
new stores and are finding ways to reduce energy at already existing stores.  LEED and Energy 
Star certifications create the framework for these companies to redesign their stores and create 
incentives for them to do so.   
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Community development and initiatives have gained positive industry attention in the last 
decade as well.  Companies are now realizing their potential for positive community impacts.  
Consumers appreciate community giving and companies are now creating programs to address 
social issues that are relevant and need financial assistance today. 
What’s Needed 
The financial gains retail companies receive from supporting these programs have not 
been calculated, nor have their direct benefits to communities or the nation as a whole been 
evaluated.  While there are no current data on the direct effects of these initiatives, however, 
these efforts do not go unnoticed.  Nonetheless, results are evident in the reduction in greenhouse 
gas emissions, waste production, and water usage and their positive effects on the environment.  
Additional benefits including financial, are unknown because there are no evaluation studies 
addressing these new corporate techniques.  Companies are investing in pursuing environmental 
and social responsibility initiatives, even though the specific goals have not been established.  
Observers may speculate that there will be future financial gains and that the employer morale 
will increase; there are, however, no data to confirm these findings.  It can only be assumed that 
these actions will improve our nation’s (and the world’s) current environmental and social 
conditions.   
To evaluate this issue further, research needs to examine the connection between finance 
success rates and environmental stewardship.  This research may provide the necessary incentive 
for companies to continue their environmental initiatives.  If results proved that environmental 
management systems actually increased sales, companies would be encouraged to implement 
environmental audits sooner, and research ways to reduce their impact on the environment.  
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More research indicating the direct increase in sales due to community development and 
education might inspire companies, boards, and shareholders, to agree to increase their social 
community investments every year. 
Finally, the results of implementing the existing environmental regulations and laws need 
further research.  Stricter legislation may encourage companies to become more environmentally 
conscious.  At the very least, new regulations could require that both private and public 
companies publish CSR and environmental impact reports on their website.  This would ensure 
industry transparency and hold companies liable for their harmful practices.  On the other hand, 
it is unknown how effective these regulations are to corporations.  How easy is it for companies 
to meet environmental standards now, and how many do not meet standards at all?  Would 
stricter regulations improve overall environmental responsibility, or should the government 
assume that companies already have the most effective incentives they need to make changes?  
This research would be a useful look into why companies engage in environmental and social 
initiatives; and, with this information, America can direct and inspire others to create new 
environmental protection measures and community investment programs. 
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analyst of corporate sustainability reporting for over a 
decade. We analyze corporate online disclosure using our 
Pacific Sustainability Index (PSI) and publish the results 
online. 
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1 
Aerospace & Defense     X      X  
Airlines       X    X  
Banks, Insurance         X    
Chemicals X   X    X   
Largest Companies in China      X     
Colleges/Universities        X1 X 
Computer, Office Equipment, 
& Services 
      X      
Consumer Food, Food 
Production, & Beverages 
  X   X      
Electronics & 
Semiconductors 
X   X   X     
Energy   X* X*     X   
Entertainment       X      
Federal Agencies             X 
Food Services       X      
Forest & Paper Products   X   X   X   
General Merchandiser       X     X 
Homebuilders       X      
Industrial & Farm Equipment     X     X   
Mail, Freight, & Shipping     X        
Medical Products & 
Equipment 
    X        
Metals     X*   X  X  
Mining, Crude Oil     X* X    X  
Motor Vehicle & Parts X   X     X   
Municipalities             X 
Oil and Gas Equipment       X      
Petroleum & Refining X     X    X  
Pharmaceuticals X   X X   X   
Scientific, Photo, & Control 
Equipment 
      X      
Telecommunications, 
Network, & Peripherals 
     X   
Utilities, Gas, & Electric  X* X*   X   
 
* Multiple-sector category was separated in later years.   
**As of March 2011.   
1 Top 50 Liberal Art Colleges. 
 
 
 
 
The goal of corporate report analysis conducted by the Roberts Environmental Center is to acquaint students with environmental and 
social issues facing the world’s industries, and the ways in which industry approaches and resolves these issues. The data presented in 
this report were collected by student research assistants and a research fellow at the Roberts Environmental Center. Copyright 2011 © 
by J. Emil Morhardt. All rights reserved. 
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Corporate Environmental and Sustainability Reporting
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Executive Summary 
By Jaclyn D'Arcy, CMC ‘11 
[jdarcy11@students.claremontmckenna.edu] 
 
Climate change 
affects the health 
of people and the 
environment.  The 
U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency 
(EPA) has 
published 
research that explains the danger of 
greenhouse gas emissions on humans, wildlife, 
and the planet.  Initiatives and policies are 
enacted every day to counter the harm that is 
done to the environment.  Many companies 
now publish environmental impact reports or 
Corporate Sustainability Reports (CSR) to 
promote industry transparency.  Participating 
in environmental and social initiatives is also a 
competitive advantage for these Fortune 500 
companies.  Customers can support a 
company based on their environmental 
friendliness or social responsibility.  
Companies are then encouraged to promote 
social issues like workplace diversity, women 
in management, and community development; 
and environmental issues like habitat 
conservation, green building, and energy 
reduction.   
 
Claremont McKenna College’s Roberts 
Environmental Center has created an 
environmental and social grading system for 
corporations in different industries.  For the 
general merchandising sector, the Pacific 
Sustainability Index (PSI) is used to evaluate 
each of the 18 companies.  Companies are 
graded on discussion, initiative, context, goals 
to improve, current performance, past 
performance improvement, and adoption of 
policy.  Based on these results, companies will 
receive a score and be assigned a grade, A+ 
through F.  The general merchandising sector 
companies scored from highest to lowest in 
the following order: Walmart, Nordstrom, 
Sears Holdings, Macy’s, PPR, Target, Kohl’s, 
JC Penney, Dollar General, Belk, Neiman 
Marcus, Shopko Stores, Follett, Family Dollar, 
Dillards, Newegg.com, Michael’s Stores, and 
Fry’s Electronics. These companies represent 
the most successful companies based on their 
strategies to reduce their environmental 
impact.   
 
Extended Producer Responsibility, green 
building, and community initiatives are three 
categories that are imperative to discuss when 
addressing environmental and social reporting.  
Consumers expect institutions like local 
governments, manufacturers, and retailers to 
protect and improve the state of the planet.  
Because it is difficult to determine which party 
should be held responsible for managing and 
disposing waste, the burden has been placed 
on consumers to throw away their products 
and then the government to dispose of them.  
Local governments rely on taxpayers and 
federal grants for products and packaging 
disposal.   
 
Until recently, the disposal methods have 
consisted only of landfills and incinerators.  
Consequences of these disposal methods are 
relevant through scientific studies, and 
consumers are concerned that the products 
they rely on have no place to go once they are 
at the end of their life cycle.  Extended 
Producer Responsibility is a program that 
offers solutions to the waste disposal system 
currently in place.  By making the brand-
owner, or producer of the product, responsible 
for the disposal of the product at the end of its 
life, the program incentivizes companies to 
both design products with fewer 
environmental impacts and create take-back 
programs to assist consumers with the proper 
disposal of their purchased products. 
 
In addition to dealing with product content and 
packaging, consumers along with 
environmental analysts are also wary about 
the manufacturing facilities themselves.  Green 
building is a progressive and innovative system 
that ensures new buildings are built using 
sustainable resources, and implementing 
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energy and water saving, and applying waste 
reducing operations.  These operations can 
include low flush toilets, movement light 
sensors, and recycling programs. 
 
Environmental impact reports are vital to 
understanding a company’s operation.  The 
social reporting aspect of this PSI scoring 
system, however, is also important.  
Companies that have high scores have a clear 
code of ethics, human rights reporting system, 
and more importantly, social community 
investments.  These companies understand the 
ethics of corporate giving and show their 
support by donating resources or funds to the 
communities in their demographics.  
Community education and development are the 
most common ways that corporations show 
their support.  Some organizations also partner 
with organizations like United Way or donate 
time, resources, or money, to natural disaster 
relief funds like the American Red Cross.  
Employee volunteering is another way for a 
company to give back.  Engaging employee 
volunteers is another way for a company to 
give back.  In this way, the employee and the 
company provide resources to a community 
and put in the manpower and hours where 
they are best needed.     
 
Walmart, Nordstrom, Sears Holdings, Macy’s, 
PPR, Target, Kohl’s, and JC Penney represent 
the most successful Fortune 500 companies 
that were scored in this report.  They are 
leading the general merchandising sector in 
both environmental and social reporting data.  
While most of these companies have not 
implemented EPR management programs, they 
are making efforts to promote recycling and 
reduce waste.   
 
In addition, these companies also represent 
how this industry is promoting innovative 
programs like green building.  National 
certification organizations like Leadership in 
Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) and 
Energy Star have developed systems to 
encourage companies to use energy saving 
equipment that are suggested in green building 
standards.  These retail companies have not 
only embraced these certification systems, but 
have implemented ways to cut their energy 
and water usage, and deal with waste in an 
environmentally responsible way.  They have 
led the way by demonstrating social 
responsibility is their various community 
initiatives.  Every year, these companies find 
new ways to support K-12 education and 
emergency relief funds.  By working with 
communities, they understand the value of arts 
and culture, and donate resources and money 
to support festivals, libraries, and museums 
every year. 
 
While, these top Fortune 500 companies are 
prospering, the exact economic, 
environmental, or social benefits have not 
been formally calculated.  It is difficult to 
assess what contributes to their success.  
Scientists and environmental analysts can only 
assume and suggest that these environmental 
and social initiatives are creating benefits to 
the consumers and their neighborhoods.  
Further research must be done to directly 
assess the impacts of these industry initiatives.  
Until research results are determined, these 
companies should continue reducing their 
individual carbon footprint and contribute to 
community sustainability and prosperity. 
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The Pacific Sustainability Index (PSI) Overview 
 
the PSI Scoring System 
The Pacific Sustainability Index (PSI) uses two systematic questionnaires to analyze the quality of the 
sustainability reporting—a base questionnaire for reports across sectors and a sector-specific 
questionnaire for universities.  
 
The Roberts Environmental Center 
The Roberts Environmental Center is an environmental research institute at Claremont McKenna College 
(CMC). Its mission is to provide students of all the Claremont Colleges with a comprehensive and realistic 
understanding of today’s environmental issues and the ways in which they are being and can be resolved--
beyond the confines of traditional academic disciplines and curriculum--and to identify, publicize, and 
encourage policies and practices that achieve economic and social goals in the most environmentally 
benign and protective manner. The Center is partially funded by an endowment from George R. Roberts 
(Founding Partner of Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co. and CMC alumnus), 
other grants and gifts, and is staffed by faculty and students from the 
Claremont Colleges. 
 
Methodology 
Student analysts download relevant English language web pages from 
the main universities’ website for analysis.  Our scoring excludes data 
independently stored outside the main university website or available 
only in hard copy. We archive these web pages as PDF files for future 
reference.  Our analysts use a keyword search function to search 
reporting of specific topics, they fill out a PSI scoring sheet 
(http://www.roberts.cmc.edu/PSI/scoringsheet.asp), and track the coverage and depths of different 
sustainability issues mentioned in all online materials.   
 
Scores and Ranks 
When they are finished scoring, the analysts enter their scoring results into the PSI database.  The PSI 
database calculates scores and publishes them on the Center’s website.  This sector report provides an in-
depth analysis on sustainability reporting of the largest universities of the sector, as listed in the U.S. News 
and World Report.   
 
What do the scores mean?   
We normalize all the scores to the potential maximum score. Scores of subsets of the overall score are also 
normalized to their potential maxima.  The letter grades (A+, A, A-, B+, etc.), however, are normalized to the 
highest scoring university analyzed in the report.  Universities with scores in the highest 4% get an A+ and 
any in the bottom 4% get an F. We assign these by dividing the maximum PSI score obtained in the sector 
into 12 equal parts then rounding fractional score up or down. This means that A+ and F are under-
represented compared to the other grades. The same technique applies to the separate categories of 
environmental and social scores. Thus, we grade on the curve. We assume that the highest score obtained 
in the sector and any scores near it represent the state-of-the-art for that sector and deserve an A+. 
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PSI Scoring in a Nutshell 
 
Our analysis of sustainability reporting has a set of basic topics applied to all organizations as well as a series of 
sector-specific topics. The topics are divided into environmental and social categories—the latter including human 
rights—and into three types of information: 1) intent, 2) reporting, and 3) performance. 
 
1. Intent 
The “Intent” topics are each worth two points; one point for a discussion of intentions, vision, or plans, and one point 
for evidence of specific actions taken to implement them. 
 
2. Reporting 
The “Reporting” topics are each worth five points and are either quantitative (for which we expect numerical data) 
or qualitative (for which we don’t).  
 
For quantitative topics, one point is available for a discussion, one point for putting the information into perspective 
(i.e. awards, industry standards, competitor performance, etc., or if the raw data are normalized by dividing by 
revenue, number of employees, number of widgets produced, etc.), one point for the presence of an explicit 
numerical goal, one point for numerical data from a single year, and one point for similar data from a previous year.  
 
For qualitative topics, there are three criteria summed up to five points: 1.67 points for discussion, 1.67 points for 
initiatives or actions, and 1.67 points for perspective. 
 
3. Performance 
For each “Reporting” topic, two performance points are available.  
 
For quantitative topics, one point is given for improvement from the previous reporting period, and one point for 
better performance than the sector average (based on the data used for this sector report normalized by revenue).  
 
For qualitative topics, we give one point for any indication of improvement from previous reporting periods, and one 
point for perspective. 
 
The 11 “human rights” topics are scored differently, with five “reporting” points; 2.5 points for formally adopting a 
policy or standard and 2.5 points for a description of monitoring measures. In addition, there are two “performance” 
points; one point for evidence of actions to reinforce policy and one point for a quantitative indication of compliance. 
 
 Distribution of Scores by topics 
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Percent of possible points for all companies combined.
Environmental Intent Topics
General Merchandiser
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Two possible points for each topic: 
Accountability
Report contact person4 *
Environmental management structure19 *
Environmental Performance Indicators
Percentage of products sold that is reclaimed 
at the end of the products’ useful life by 
product category
266 *
Management
Environmental education16 *
Environmental management system20 *
Environmental accounting21 *
Environmental initiatives (voluntary) including 
donations and grants
22 *
Stakeholder consultation23 *
Environmental aspects and impacts of the 
industry
1899 *
Policy
Environmental policy statement9 *
Climate change/global warming10 *
Habitat/ecosystem conservation11 *
Biodiversity12 *
Green purchasing13 *
Environmental goals14 *
Environmental labelling259 *
Urban Environmental Accords
Green building306 *
Vision
Environmental visionary statement5 *
Environmental impediments and challenges6 *
Commitment to minimize consumption10004 *
Commitment to minimize environmental 
impacts 
10005 *
Notes: 
*   These numbers correspond to the numbers in the PSI questionnaire.  Items with numbers higher than 99 are sector 
specific questions. Appendix 1 has the complete questionnaire.
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Percent of possible points for all companies combined.
Environmental Reporting Topics
General Merchandiser
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Seven possible points for each topic: 
Emissions to Air
Carbon dioxide (CO2) or equivalents (i e  GHG)112 *
Logistics emissions124 *
Energy
Energy used (total)26 *
Energy used (renewable)27 *
Electricity consumption28 *
Energy used: Logistics103 *
Management
Notices of violation (environmental)38 *
Environmental expenses and investments39 *
Fines (environmental)40 *
Green technologies research and development133 *
Green transportation initiatives163 *
Emulating best practices164 *
Financing ecologically friendly projects190 *
Geographic differences in environmental performance3499 *
Raw material reduction3799 *
Materials Usage
Green material used146 *
Life Cycle Analysis (LCA)147 *
Materials used: Non-returnable packaging148 *
Products
Product stewardship or take-back139 *
Product environmental performance140 *
Eco-efficiency monitoring144 *
Recycling
Waste recycled: solid waste30 *
Waste (office) recycled32 *
Materials reused or recycled: Packaging materials107 *
Waste
Waste produced33 *
Waste (solid) disposed of34 *
Waste (hazardous) produced35 *
Waste (hazardous) released to the environment37 *
Waste: Packaging materials109 *
Water
Water used29 *
Notes: 
*   These numbers correspond to the numbers in the PSI questionnaire.  Items with numbers higher than 99 are sector 
specific questions.
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Percent of possible points for all companies combined.
Social Intent Topics 
General Merchandiser
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Two possible points for each topic: 
Accountability
Health and safety, or social organizational 
structure
51 *
Third-party validation54 *
Management
Workforce profile: ethnicities/race17 *
Workforce profile: gender18 *
Workforce profile: age52 *
Emergency preparedness program53 *
Social initiatives, including donations and grants 55 *
Employee training for career development82 *
Policy
Social policy statement 45 *
Code of conduct or business ethics47 *
Supplier screening based on social or 
environmental performance/ supplier 
management
49 *
Social Demographic
Employment for individuals with disabilities80 *
Vision
Social visionary statement 42 *
Social impediments and challenges43 *
Notes: 
*   These numbers correspond to the numbers in the PSI questionnaire.  Items with numbers higher than 99 are sector 
specific questions. Appendix 1 has the complete questionnaire.
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Percent of possible points for all companies combined.
Social Reporting Topics 
General Merchandiser
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Seven possible points for each topic: 
GRI Social Performance Indicators
Strikes and lockouts278 *
Human Rights
Sexual harassment1 *
Political contributions7 *
Bribery8 *
Anti-corruption practices58 *
Degrading treatment or punishment of employees59 *
Elimination of discrimination in respect to 
employment and occupation
60 *
Free association and collective bargaining of 
employees
61 *
Fair compensation of employees62 *
Elimination of all forms of forced and compulsory 
labor
63 *
Reasonable working hours64 *
Effective abolition of child labor65 *
Management
Women in management2 *
Customer Emergency Support149 *
Qualitative Social
Community development66 *
Employee satisfaction surveys67 *
Community education68 *
Occupational health and safety protection70 *
Employee volunteerism72 *
Customer health and safety169 *
Access to health care for employees185 *
Customer wellness and nutrition196 *
Quantitative Social
Employee turnover rate3 *
Customer satisfaction71 *
Recordable incident/accident rate74 *
Lost workday case rate75 *
Notes: 
*   These numbers correspond to the numbers in the PSI questionnaire.  Items with numbers higher than 99 are sector 
specific questions. Appendix 1 has the complete questionnaire.
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Environmental Intent Elements of the PSI Scores
= Percentage of companies addressing the topics
= Percentage of the total possible number of points awarded to all companies combined for each topic, 
indicating the depth of reporting coverage measured by PSI criteria for each topic. If both percentages are 
the same it means that each of those reporting companies reporting on a topic got all the possible points.
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Environmental Reporting Elements of the PSI Scores
General Merchandiser
= Percentage of companies addressing the topics
= Percentage of the total possible number of points awarded to all companies combined for each topic, 
indicating the depth of reporting coverage measured by PSI criteria for each topic. If both percentages are 
the same it means that each of those reporting companies reporting on a topic got all the possible points.
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Waste produced
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Social Intent Elements of the PSI Scores
General Merchandiser
= Percentage of companies addressing the topics
= Percentage of the total possible number of points awarded to all companies combined for each topic, 
indicating the depth of reporting coverage measured by PSI criteria for each topic. If both percentages are 
the same it means that each of those reporting companies reporting on a topic got all the possible points.
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Social Reporting Elements of the PSI Scores
General Merchandiser
= Percentage of companies addressing the topics
= Percentage of the total possible number of points awarded to all companies combined for each topic, 
indicating the depth of reporting coverage measured by PSI criteria for each topic. If both percentages are 
the same it means that each of those reporting companies reporting on a topic got all the possible points.
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Community education
Community development
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Environmental Intent Scores 
Environmental intent scores include topics about the firm’s 
products, environmental organization, vision and commitment, 
stakeholders, environmental policy and certifications, environmental 
aspects and impacts, choice of environmental performance 
indicators and those used by the industry, environmental initiatives 
and mitigations, and environmental goals and targets.
EI Scores Rankings
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Environmental Reporting Scores 
Environmental reporting scores are based on the degree to which 
the company discusses its emissions, energy sources and 
consumption, environmental incidents and violations, materials use, 
mitigations and remediation, waste produced, and water used. They 
also include use of life cycle analysis, environmental performance 
and stewardship of products, and environmental performance of 
suppliers and contractors.
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Environmental Performance Scores 
Environmental performance scores are based on whether or not the 
firm has improved its performance on each of the topics discussed 
under the heading of environmental reporting, and on whether the 
quality of the performance is better than that of the firm’s peers. 
Scoring for each topic is one point if performance is better than in 
previous reports, two points if better than industry peers, three 
points if both.
EP Scores Rankings
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Social Intent Scores 
Social intent scores include topics about the firm’s financials, 
employees, safety reporting, social management organization, social 
vision and commitment, stakeholders, social policy and 
certifications, social aspects and impacts, choice of social 
performance indicators and those used by the industry, social 
initiatives and mitigations, and social goals and targets.
SI Scores Rankings
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Social Reporting Scores 
Social  reporting scores are based on the degree to which the 
company discusses various aspects of its dealings with its 
employees and contractors. They also include social costs and 
investments. 
SR Rankings
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Social Performance Scores 
Social  performance scores are based on improvement, 
performance better than the sector average, or statements of 
compliance with established social standards. 
SP Rankings
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Human Rights Reporting Elements of the PSI Scores
General Merchandiser
adoption reinforcement monitoring complianceHuman Rights Topics
Percent of companies reporting*
Anti-corruption practices 0.0% 5.6% 0.0% 0.0%
Bribery 16.7% 27.8% 0.0% 0.0%
Degrading treatment or punishment of employees 0.0% 5.6% 0.0% 0.0%
Effective abolition of child labor 16.7% 33.3% 0.0% 0.0%
Elimination of all forms of forced and compulsory labor 16.7% 38.9% 0.0% 0.0%
Elimination of discrimination in respect to employment 
and occupation
22.2% 50.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Fair compensation of employees 16.7% 27.8% 0.0% 0.0%
Free association and collective bargaining of 
employees
11.1% 16.7% 0.0% 0.0%
Political contributions 11.1% 27.8% 0.0% 0.0%
Reasonable working hours 16.7% 33.3% 0.0% 0.0%
Sexual harassment 22.2% 27.8% 5.6% 0.0%
We assign one point for adoption of a policy standard or for an explicit discussion of an organization’s stance on each of 
11 human rights principles.  
Adoption
We assign one point for a description of reinforcement actions to make a policy stronger, such as providing educational 
programs, training, or other activities to promote awareness.
Reinforcement
We assign one point for a description of monitoring measures including mechanisms to detect violations at an early 
stage, providing systematic reporting, or establishment of committee structure to oversee risky activities. 
Monitoring
We assign one point for a quantitative indication of compliance, such as a description of incidences of failure of 
compliance, or a statement that there were no such incidences. 
Compliance
Basis of Scores
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Visual cluster analysis multivariate data of the sort produced by the PSI are difficult to summarize. Here we have created radar diagrams 
of the performance of each company analyzed in the sector by its environmental and social intent, reporting, and performance sorted by 
company ranking.  Maximum scores will match the outer sides of the hexagon which total up to 100 percent.  
Visual Cluster Analysis 
EI = Environmental Intent, ER = Environmental Reporting, EP = Environmental Performance
SI = Social Intent, SR = Social Reporting, SP = Social Performance
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Average Overall, Environmental, and Social PSI Scores Performance 
by Country
General Merchandiser
France
France
France
USA
USA
USA
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
Social
Environmental
Overall
This graph illustrates the average 
PSI in three categories--overall, 
environmental, and social--brake 
down by countries.  Since our 
sample size follows the selected 
world's largest companies from 
the Fortune list, several countries 
have only one company score to 
respresent the whole country 
sustainability reporting in the 
sector.  
Country N
France 1
USA 17
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Relationships Between Overall PSI Score and Companies' Revenue and Profit
Company Name Overall 
Score
Revenue
($million)
Profits
($million)
Assets
($million)
Market 
Value
($million)
Revenue Profits Assets Market 
ValueLog10 $M Log10 $M Log10 $M 
Log10 $M
Belk 9.21 3500 0.54
Dillards 1.75 6988 0.84
Dollar General 14.50 11460 330 9130 82001.06 -0.48 0.96 0.91
Family Dollar 3.37 7470 300 2760 45300.87 -0.52 0.44 0.66
Follett 3.57 2660 0.42
Fry's Electronics 0.00 2400 0.38
JC Penney 21.72 17560 250 12580 65901.24 -0.60 1.10 0.82
Kohl's 23.78 17180 990 13160 165401.24 0.00 1.12 1.22
Macy's 33.09 23490 350 21300 83301.37 -0.46 1.33 0.92
Michael's Stores 0.41 3820 0.58
Neiman Marcus 6.87 3640 0.56
Newegg.com 1.72 2100 0.32
Nordstrom 33.85 8630 440 6580 81800.94 -0.36 0.82 0.91
PPR 32.44 23710 1410 34300 146701.37 0.15 1.54 1.17
Sears Holdings 33.09 44040 240 24810 110101.64 -0.62 1.39 1.04
Shopko Stores 4.88 2220 0.35
Target 29.83 65360 2490 44530 389001.82 0.40 1.65 1.59
Wal-Mart 36.63 408210 14340 170710 2053702.61 1.16 2.23 2.31
2010 Forbes List Source: 
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Number of Explicit numerical goals Reported
Explicit Goals Most Frequently Reported
1
2
3
4
1
0 5 10 15 20 25
PPR
Kohl's
Wal-Mart
Nordstrom
Macy's
Social community investment1 2
Energy used (total)2 2
Green material used3 1
Carbon dioxide (CO2) or equivalents (i.e. GHG)4 1
Waste: Packaging materials5 1
Materials reused or recycled: Packaging materials6 1
Waste (office) recycled7 1
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Number of Topics Showing Performance Improvement over Previous Year  Data
Topics Most Frequently Reported as Having Improvements over previous year data
1
1
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Wal-Mart
Energy used (total)1 8
Electricity consumption2 7
Community development3 7
Green transportation initiatives4 7
Community education5 7
Occupational health and safety protection6 7
Carbon dioxide (CO2) or equivalents (i.e. GHG)7 7
Social community investment8 6
Waste (office) recycled9 6
Employee volunteerism10 6
Materials reused or recycled: Packaging materials11 6
Waste: Packaging materials12 6
Green technologies research and development13 5
Water used14 5
Waste recycled: Solid waste15 5
Waste (solid) disposed of16 5
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Energy used (renewable)17 4
Waste (hazardous) produced18 3
Access to health care for employees19 3
Waste produced20 3
Financing ecologically friendly projects21 2
Waste (hazardous) released to the environment22 2
Logistics emissions23 2
Materials used: Non-returnable packaging24 2
Women in Management25 2
Green material used26 2
Raw material reduction27 2
Energy used: Logistics28 2
Customer health and safety29 1
Recordable incident/accident rate30 1
Life Cycle Analysis (LCA)31 1
Product stewardship or take-back32 1
Customer wellness and nutrition33 1
Employee turnover rate34 1
Environmental expenses and investments35 1
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Belk
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Belk has no environmental reporting on its 2011 web pages.  Its social visionary statements regard the Women’s Leadership Network.  Belk is committed to 
career advancement for women and diversifying its workforce. Education and community involvement is an important part of Belk’s values.  Belk supports 
many neighborhood community initiatives through United Way and Good Neighbor.  It also gives money to support education through Classroom Central.  
There are no human rights reporting or environmental visionary statements.
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Comparison with sector averages Source of points
D+
Jaclyn T. D'Arcy
Distribution of points
E=Total Environmental Score, ESA=Environmental Sector Average Score, EI=Environmental Intent, ER=Environmental Reporting, EP=Environmental Performance, S=Total Social 
Score, SSA=Social Sector Average Score, SI=Social Intent, SR=Social Reporting, SP=Social Performance
EI ER EP SI SR SP
Belk2 0 0
54
17
7
Analyst(s):
Environmental Intent
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Accountability 4 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Environmental Performance Indicators 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 12 Needs substantial improvement1 8
Policy 12 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Product Responsibility 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Urban Environmental Accords 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Vision 8 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Environmental Reporting
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Emissions to Air 14 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Energy 28 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 63 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Materials Usage 21 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Products 21 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Recycling 21 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Waste 35 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Water 7 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Social Intent
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Accountability 4 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 12 Good8 67
Policy 6 Good4 67
Social Demographic 2 Good1 50
Vision 4 Good2 50
Social Reporting
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
GRI Social Performance Indicators 7 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Human Rights 77 Needs substantial improvement1 1
Management 14 Needs substantial improvement3 21
Qualitative Social 56 Needs improvement20 36
Quantitative Social 49 Needs substantial improvement4 8
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Dillards
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Dillards is committed to providing its employees with the basic rules of corporate governance.  It did not report any environmental initiatives or social-
community investments.
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Comparison with sector averages Source of points
D-
Jaclyn T. D'Arcy
Distribution of points
E=Total Environmental Score, ESA=Environmental Sector Average Score, EI=Environmental Intent, ER=Environmental Reporting, EP=Environmental Performance, S=Total Social 
Score, SSA=Social Sector Average Score, SI=Social Intent, SR=Social Reporting, SP=Social Performance
EI ER EP SI SR SP
Dillards0 0 0
21
2 0
Analyst(s):
Environmental Intent
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Accountability 4 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Environmental Performance Indicators 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 12 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Policy 12 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Product Responsibility 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Urban Environmental Accords 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Vision 8 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Environmental Reporting
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Emissions to Air 14 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Energy 28 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 63 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Materials Usage 21 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Products 21 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Recycling 21 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Waste 35 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Water 7 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Social Intent
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Accountability 4 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 12 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Policy 6 Good4 67
Social Demographic 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Vision 4 Good2 50
Social Reporting
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
GRI Social Performance Indicators 7 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Human Rights 77 Needs substantial improvement2 3
Management 14 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Qualitative Social 56 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Quantitative Social 49 Needs substantial improvement0 0
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Dollar General
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Dollar General has implemented many changes to address the current environmental concerns.  In 2008 and 2009, it installed energy management systems 
in stores.  Energy efficient lighting, heating, and air conditioning are currently used in the stores.  These changes conserve energy and keep energy costs 
low.  Dollar General encourages its customers to make green choices; supplying reusable shopping bags and green household cleaning products educate 
customers about options that are better for the environment.  Recycling efforts prevent waste from going into landfills.  Recycling cardboard at Dollar 
General alone is expected to save the equivalent of 2.4 million trees per year.  This new cardboard recycling program accepts collected cardboard from 
post-customer used products.  Greenhouse gas emissions have increased by 8% due to expansion in operations.  However, efficiency has also increased 
by 10%, avoiding 113,000 metric tons of greenhouse gas emissions.  Green transportation initiatives have been created as well.  Dollar General has reduced 
the total miles through improved routing.  By implementing operational and systemic improvements, the amount of cartons per load has been increased, 
decreasing the amount of trips and trucks necessary for delivery.  A more explicit portrayal of the emissions and energy usage is necessary.  Furthermore, 
despite reporting on policies against forced labor and child labor, there are no human rights reporting.  
S
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Dollar General 2011 Web pages
Comparison with sector averages Source of points
C
Jaclyn T. D'Arcy
Distribution of points
E=Total Environmental Score, ESA=Environmental Sector Average Score, EI=Environmental Intent, ER=Environmental Reporting, EP=Environmental Performance, S=Total Social 
Score, SSA=Social Sector Average Score, SI=Social Intent, SR=Social Reporting, SP=Social Performance
EI ER EP SI SR SP
Dollar General
31
15 10
43
9 5
Analyst(s):
Environmental Intent
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Accountability 4 Good2 50
Environmental Performance Indicators 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 12 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Policy 12 Good6 50
Product Responsibility 2 Good1 50
Urban Environmental Accords 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Vision 8 Good4 50
Environmental Reporting
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Emissions to Air 14 Needs substantial improvement3 21
Energy 28 Needs substantial improvement4 14
Management 63 Needs substantial improvement9 14
Materials Usage 21 Needs substantial improvement2 10
Products 21 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Recycling 21 Needs improvement8 38
Waste 35 Needs substantial improvement3 9
Water 7 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Social Intent
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Accountability 4 Needs improvement1 25
Management 12 Needs substantial improvement2 17
Policy 6 Excellent5 83
Social Demographic 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Vision 4 Excellent4 100
Social Reporting
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
GRI Social Performance Indicators 7 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Human Rights 77 Needs substantial improvement2 3
Management 14 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Qualitative Social 56 Needs substantial improvement13 23
Quantitative Social 49 Needs substantial improvement2 4
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Family Dollar
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Family Dollar had no environmental or social responsibility reporting.  There was no human rights reporting.
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Comparison with sector averages Source of points
D-
Jaclyn T. D'Arcy
Distribution of points
E=Total Environmental Score, ESA=Environmental Sector Average Score, EI=Environmental Intent, ER=Environmental Reporting, EP=Environmental Performance, S=Total Social 
Score, SSA=Social Sector Average Score, SI=Social Intent, SR=Social Reporting, SP=Social Performance
EI ER EP SI SR SP
Family Dollar0 0 0
21
6 3
Analyst(s):
Environmental Intent
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Accountability 4 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Environmental Performance Indicators 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 12 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Policy 12 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Product Responsibility 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Urban Environmental Accords 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Vision 8 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Environmental Reporting
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Emissions to Air 14 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Energy 28 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 63 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Materials Usage 21 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Products 21 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Recycling 21 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Waste 35 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Water 7 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Social Intent
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Accountability 4 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 12 Needs substantial improvement2 17
Policy 6 Needs improvement2 33
Social Demographic 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Vision 4 Good2 50
Social Reporting
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
GRI Social Performance Indicators 7 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Human Rights 77 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 14 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Qualitative Social 56 Needs substantial improvement10 18
Quantitative Social 49 Needs substantial improvement0 0
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Follett
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Follett has no environmental responsibility reporting.  Its social visionary statement outlines its support and contributions for community involvement and 
workforce diversity.  It has instituted a Reading is Fundamental program for underprivileged youth.  Follett has a gift matching program with their associates 
to encourage social community investment.  There are no human rights reporting.  
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Comparison with sector averages Source of points
D-
Jaclyn T. D'Arcy
Distribution of points
E=Total Environmental Score, ESA=Environmental Sector Average Score, EI=Environmental Intent, ER=Environmental Reporting, EP=Environmental Performance, S=Total Social 
Score, SSA=Social Sector Average Score, SI=Social Intent, SR=Social Reporting, SP=Social Performance
EI ER EP SI SR SP
Follett0 0 0
14
7
5
Analyst(s):
Environmental Intent
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Accountability 4 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Environmental Performance Indicators 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 12 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Policy 12 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Product Responsibility 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Urban Environmental Accords 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Vision 8 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Environmental Reporting
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Emissions to Air 14 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Energy 28 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 63 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Materials Usage 21 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Products 21 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Recycling 21 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Waste 35 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Water 7 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Social Intent
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Accountability 4 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 12 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Policy 6 Needs improvement2 33
Social Demographic 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Vision 4 Good2 50
Social Reporting
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
GRI Social Performance Indicators 7 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Human Rights 77 Needs substantial improvement1 1
Management 14 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Qualitative Social 56 Needs substantial improvement11 20
Quantitative Social 49 Needs substantial improvement2 4
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Fry's Electronics
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Fry’s Electronics has no environmental or social responsibility reporting on its 2011 web pages.  Furthermore, there is no information regarding community 
investment or human rights reporting.  
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Comparison with sector averages Source of points
F
Jaclyn T. D'Arcy
Distribution of points
E=Total Environmental Score, ESA=Environmental Sector Average Score, EI=Environmental Intent, ER=Environmental Reporting, EP=Environmental Performance, S=Total Social 
Score, SSA=Social Sector Average Score, SI=Social Intent, SR=Social Reporting, SP=Social Performance
EI ER EP SI SR SP
Fry's Electronics0 0 0 0 0 0
Analyst(s):
Environmental Intent
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Accountability 4 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Environmental Performance Indicators 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 12 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Policy 12 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Product Responsibility 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Urban Environmental Accords 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Vision 8 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Environmental Reporting
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Emissions to Air 14 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Energy 28 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 63 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Materials Usage 21 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Products 21 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Recycling 21 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Waste 35 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Water 7 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Social Intent
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Accountability 4 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 12 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Policy 6 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Social Demographic 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Vision 4 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Social Reporting
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
GRI Social Performance Indicators 7 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Human Rights 77 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 14 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Qualitative Social 56 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Quantitative Social 49 Needs substantial improvement0 0
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JC Penney
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JC Penney focuses its corporate responsibility on its community and associates.  Workplace and supplier diversity is a key element of JC Penney.  Its social 
investment activities include an after-school fund, associate giving, corporate giving, and aligning with community advocates.  JC Penney has installed 
solar panels and wind turbines to increase its renewable energy usage at stores nation wide.  Recycling initiatives have increased the amount of cardboard 
and plastic hangers JC Penney recycles, decreasing its overall waste produced.  Simply Green is JC Penney’s designation to assist customers in making 
environmentally conscious purchases.  Through its suppliers of green products, JC Penney educates its consumers and associates in choosing the best 
products with the least environmental impacts.  Reusable shopping bags are offered and encouraged at JC Penney stores.  JC Penney’s social 
responsibility reporting is lacking on its website.  More information on human rights reporting is necessary.  Furthermore, there is almost no information 
about creating initiatives to increase habitat conservation or biodiversity.  This information along with emissions and energy reporting would make JC 
Penney’s report stronger.
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JC Penney 2011 Web pages
Comparison with sector averages Source of points
B-
Jaclyn T. D'Arcy
Distribution of points
E=Total Environmental Score, ESA=Environmental Sector Average Score, EI=Environmental Intent, ER=Environmental Reporting, EP=Environmental Performance, S=Total Social 
Score, SSA=Social Sector Average Score, SI=Social Intent, SR=Social Reporting, SP=Social Performance
EI ER EP SI SR SP
JC Penney
48
21 25
57
13 7
Analyst(s):
Environmental Intent
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Accountability 4 Good2 50
Environmental Performance Indicators 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 12 Needs improvement4 33
Policy 12 Needs improvement4 33
Product Responsibility 2 Excellent2 100
Urban Environmental Accords 2 Excellent2 100
Vision 8 Excellent6 75
Environmental Reporting
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Emissions to Air 14 Needs improvement4 29
Energy 28 Needs improvement9 32
Management 63 Needs substantial improvement7 11
Materials Usage 21 Needs substantial improvement3 14
Products 21 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Recycling 21 Needs improvement9 43
Waste 35 Needs improvement15 43
Water 7 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Social Intent
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Accountability 4 Good2 50
Management 12 Good6 50
Policy 6 Excellent6 100
Social Demographic 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Vision 4 Good2 50
Social Reporting
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
GRI Social Performance Indicators 7 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Human Rights 77 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 14 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Qualitative Social 56 Needs improvement22 39
Quantitative Social 49 Needs substantial improvement0 0
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Kohl's
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Kohl’s dedication to environmental conservation is evident through its recycling initiatives.  Gift boxes and restroom papers are 100% recycled.  Kohl’s 
offers carpet recycling and high efficiency lighting.  It has asked vendor partners to eliminate or reduce packaging on merchandise shipped to stores.  Solar 
panels and other renewable energy sources have been purchased to increase energy efficiency and Kohl’s is a member of the ENERGY STAR Program.  
Green building materials and green power are at the forefront of Kohl’s green initiatives.  These green building requirements include green materials, green 
materials, recycled building materials, and air quality and ventilation that enhance the environment.  Alternative transportation initiatives and construction 
activity pollution prevention demonstrate Kohl’s dedication to environmental protection.  Kohl’s created a Kids Who Care scholarship program to encourage 
community education.  Its fundraising gift card program allows youth-serving non profits or schools to keep the profits from selling Kohl’s gift cards.  Kohl’s 
did a great job reporting its emissions, waste, and energy use.  Its community involvement and environmental initiatives are exemplary.  There is no 
information, however, on human rights reporting or a code of conduct.  
S
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Kohl's 2011 Web pages
Comparison with sector averages Source of points
B
Jaclyn T. D'Arcy
Distribution of points
E=Total Environmental Score, ESA=Environmental Sector Average Score, EI=Environmental Intent, ER=Environmental Reporting, EP=Environmental Performance, S=Total Social 
Score, SSA=Social Sector Average Score, SI=Social Intent, SR=Social Reporting, SP=Social Performance
EI ER EP SI SR SP
Kohl's
48
27 22
36
17 12
Analyst(s):
Environmental Intent
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Accountability 4 Excellent4 100
Environmental Performance Indicators 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 12 Needs substantial improvement2 17
Policy 12 Good6 50
Product Responsibility 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Urban Environmental Accords 2 Excellent2 100
Vision 8 Excellent6 75
Environmental Reporting
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Emissions to Air 14 Needs improvement4 29
Energy 28 Needs improvement10 36
Management 63 Needs substantial improvement14 22
Materials Usage 21 Needs substantial improvement3 14
Products 21 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Recycling 21 Needs improvement10 48
Waste 35 Needs improvement9 26
Water 7 Needs improvement3 43
Social Intent
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Accountability 4 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 12 Needs improvement4 33
Policy 6 Good4 67
Social Demographic 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Vision 4 Good2 50
Social Reporting
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
GRI Social Performance Indicators 7 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Human Rights 77 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 14 Needs improvement6 43
Qualitative Social 56 Needs improvement23 41
Quantitative Social 49 Needs substantial improvement3 6
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Macy's
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Macy’s has made significant progress in the past two years to reduce its impact on the environment.  Solar power systems have been installed and energy 
projects to reduce overall energy use have been implemented.  Office paper use has decreased by 34% and credit card statements can now be checked 
online.  Waste programs have diverted up to 60% of the waste from landfills and biodegradable packaging materials have replaced peanuts.  Macy’s has 
launched its Green Living website so that associates can interact with the company about sustainability-related topics at work and home.  It recycles 
fluorescent bulbs, cell phones, and batteries.  Macy’s also encourages its employees to volunteer and contributes to its communities through programs like 
United Way.  Macy’s created a gift matching program and an earning for living program.  Macy’s has made progress on its social and environmental 
initiatives, however, more information about its direct emissions reporting is necessary.
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Macy's 2011 Web Pages
Comparison with sector averages Source of points
A
Jaclyn T. D'Arcy
Distribution of points
E=Total Environmental Score, ESA=Environmental Sector Average Score, EI=Environmental Intent, ER=Environmental Reporting, EP=Environmental Performance, S=Total Social 
Score, SSA=Social Sector Average Score, SI=Social Intent, SR=Social Reporting, SP=Social Performance
EI ER EP SI SR SP
Macy's
52
28 20
75
33 29
Analyst(s):
Environmental Intent
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Accountability 4 Needs improvement1 25
Environmental Performance Indicators 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 12 Needs substantial improvement2 17
Policy 12 Excellent10 83
Product Responsibility 2 Good1 50
Urban Environmental Accords 2 Excellent2 100
Vision 8 Excellent6 75
Environmental Reporting
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Emissions to Air 14 Needs substantial improvement1 7
Energy 28 Needs improvement11 39
Management 63 Needs improvement22 35
Materials Usage 21 Needs improvement6 29
Products 21 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Recycling 21 Needs improvement7 33
Waste 35 Needs substantial improvement6 17
Water 7 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Social Intent
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Accountability 4 Good2 50
Management 12 Excellent9 75
Policy 6 Excellent6 100
Social Demographic 2 Excellent2 100
Vision 4 Good2 50
Social Reporting
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
GRI Social Performance Indicators 7 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Human Rights 77 Needs improvement27 35
Management 14 Needs improvement6 43
Qualitative Social 56 Good30 54
Quantitative Social 49 Needs substantial improvement4 8
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Michael's Stores
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Michael’s Stores has no environmental or social responsibility reporting.  It briefly discusses its code of conduct on the 2011 web pages.
S
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Michael's Stores 2011 Web pages
Comparison with sector averages Source of points
F
Jaclyn T. D'Arcy
Distribution of points
E=Total Environmental Score, ESA=Environmental Sector Average Score, EI=Environmental Intent, ER=Environmental Reporting, EP=Environmental Performance, S=Total Social 
Score, SSA=Social Sector Average Score, SI=Social Intent, SR=Social Reporting, SP=Social Performance
EI ER EP SI SR SP
Michael's Stores0 0 0
4
0
2
Analyst(s):
Environmental Intent
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Accountability 4 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Environmental Performance Indicators 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 12 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Policy 12 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Product Responsibility 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Urban Environmental Accords 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Vision 8 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Environmental Reporting
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Emissions to Air 14 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Energy 28 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 63 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Materials Usage 21 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Products 21 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Recycling 21 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Waste 35 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Water 7 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Social Intent
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Accountability 4 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 12 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Policy 6 Needs substantial improvement1 17
Social Demographic 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Vision 4 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Social Reporting
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
GRI Social Performance Indicators 7 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Human Rights 77 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 14 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Qualitative Social 56 Needs substantial improvement1 2
Quantitative Social 49 Needs substantial improvement0 0
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Neiman Marcus
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Neimen Marcus has no environmental or social reporting.  In its 2011 web pages, it states that employees are expected to comply with all environmental 
laws and regulations and that a compliance committee will regulate its commitment to social responsibility as well.  More information about the company’s 
community involvement, environmental initiatives, and human rights reporting is necessary.
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Neimen Marcus 2011 Web pages
Comparison with sector averages Source of points
D
Jaclyn T. D'Arcy
Distribution of points
E=Total Environmental Score, ESA=Environmental Sector Average Score, EI=Environmental Intent, ER=Environmental Reporting, EP=Environmental Performance, S=Total Social 
Score, SSA=Social Sector Average Score, SI=Social Intent, SR=Social Reporting, SP=Social Performance
EI ER EP SI SR SP
Neiman Marcus
12
0 0
39
9 7
Analyst(s):
Environmental Intent
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Accountability 4 Needs improvement1 25
Environmental Performance Indicators 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 12 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Policy 12 Needs substantial improvement2 17
Product Responsibility 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Urban Environmental Accords 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Vision 8 Needs improvement2 25
Environmental Reporting
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Emissions to Air 14 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Energy 28 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 63 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Materials Usage 21 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Products 21 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Recycling 21 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Waste 35 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Water 7 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Social Intent
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Accountability 4 Good2 50
Management 12 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Policy 6 Excellent6 100
Social Demographic 2 Good1 50
Vision 4 Good2 50
Social Reporting
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
GRI Social Performance Indicators 7 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Human Rights 77 Needs substantial improvement16 21
Management 14 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Qualitative Social 56 Needs substantial improvement4 7
Quantitative Social 49 Needs substantial improvement0 0
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Newegg.com
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There is no information on environmental and social responsibility or human rights reporting. 
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Newegg.com 2011 Web pages
Comparison with sector averages Source of points
D-
Jaclyn T. D'Arcy
Distribution of points
E=Total Environmental Score, ESA=Environmental Sector Average Score, EI=Environmental Intent, ER=Environmental Reporting, EP=Environmental Performance, S=Total Social 
Score, SSA=Social Sector Average Score, SI=Social Intent, SR=Social Reporting, SP=Social Performance
EI ER EP SI SR SP
Newegg.com0 0 0
14
2 2
Analyst(s):
Environmental Intent
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Accountability 4 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Environmental Performance Indicators 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 12 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Policy 12 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Product Responsibility 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Urban Environmental Accords 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Vision 8 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Environmental Reporting
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Emissions to Air 14 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Energy 28 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 63 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Materials Usage 21 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Products 21 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Recycling 21 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Waste 35 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Water 7 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Social Intent
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Accountability 4 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 12 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Policy 6 Needs improvement2 33
Social Demographic 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Vision 4 Good2 50
Social Reporting
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
GRI Social Performance Indicators 7 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Human Rights 77 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 14 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Qualitative Social 56 Needs substantial improvement4 7
Quantitative Social 49 Needs substantial improvement0 0
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Nordstrom
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Nordstrom values environmental protection, workforce diversity, supplier diversity, and community investment. It has invested in organic farmers who limit 
the amount of pesticides and fertilizer to make organic cotton.  By installing efficient spotlight technology, Nordstrom has reduced its energy usage and 
increased lighting efficiency.  Heating and cooling systems have been installed to reduce energy.  To save forests and educate customers about its 
environmental initiatives, Nordstrom uses paper that conserves natural forests for its mailings and catalogs.  It has also made efforts to use recycled 
materials to package products and reduce waste.  Nordstrom has implemented a water-saving initiative and protects water source quality through careful 
water practices in its landscapes and regulated water flow toilets and urinals.  It participates in the Carbon Disclosure Project to track and share 
information about greenhouse-gas emissions.  Nordstrom creates initiatives to take care of both its employees and customers.  It has created a wellness 
program designed to offer employees the information and resources to live a healthy and happy life.  Employees can build better living habits and behaviors 
every year.  Employees volunteer in this wellness program and with a partner of Nordstrom, United Way. Nordstrom would benefit from disclosing more of 
its human rights reporting.  
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Nordstrom 2011 Web pages
Comparison with sector averages Source of points
A
Jaclyn T. D'Arcy
Distribution of points
E=Total Environmental Score, ESA=Environmental Sector Average Score, EI=Environmental Intent, ER=Environmental Reporting, EP=Environmental Performance, S=Total Social 
Score, SSA=Social Sector Average Score, SI=Social Intent, SR=Social Reporting, SP=Social Performance
EI ER EP SI SR SP
Nordstrom
57
23 23
75
35 33
Analyst(s):
Environmental Intent
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Accountability 4 Needs improvement1 25
Environmental Performance Indicators 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 12 Needs improvement3 25
Policy 12 Good8 67
Product Responsibility 2 Excellent2 100
Urban Environmental Accords 2 Excellent2 100
Vision 8 Excellent8 100
Environmental Reporting
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Emissions to Air 14 Needs substantial improvement3 21
Energy 28 Needs improvement7 25
Management 63 Needs improvement21 33
Materials Usage 21 Needs substantial improvement3 14
Products 21 Needs substantial improvement1 5
Recycling 21 Needs improvement10 48
Waste 35 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Water 7 Good4 57
Social Intent
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Accountability 4 Excellent3 75
Management 12 Good8 67
Policy 6 Excellent6 100
Social Demographic 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Vision 4 Excellent4 100
Social Reporting
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
GRI Social Performance Indicators 7 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Human Rights 77 Needs improvement28 36
Management 14 Needs improvement4 29
Qualitative Social 56 Good38 68
Quantitative Social 49 Needs substantial improvement3 6
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PPR
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PPR has a corporate sustainability report outlining its commitment to environmental labeling, environmental education, community partnerships, and 
diversity.  It has started initiatives to support women’s rights and development in the workforce.  Supplier selection is based on environmental concern and 
it has begun to document its greenhouse gas emissions.  Programs have been implemented to decrease paper usage and purchase recycled paper.  PPR 
has created The Green Toolbox, which is a program that integrates environmental criteria for equipping, operating and maintaining its buildings.  This Green 
Toolbox reduces the overall environmental impacts of each store and has a positive economic impact.  PPR has an explicit report of its greenhouse gas 
emissions, waste produced, electricity consumed, energy used and water used.  It also has information regarding its workforce turnover, and recordable 
incident rates.  The human rights reporting are represented by its support for the United Nations Global Compact.
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Comparison with sector averages Source of points
A
Jaclyn T. D'Arcy
Distribution of points
E=Total Environmental Score, ESA=Environmental Sector Average Score, EI=Environmental Intent, ER=Environmental Reporting, EP=Environmental Performance, S=Total Social 
Score, SSA=Social Sector Average Score, SI=Social Intent, SR=Social Reporting, SP=Social Performance
EI ER EP SI SR SP
PPR
60
31 30
93
20 22
Analyst(s):
Environmental Intent
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Accountability 4 Excellent4 100
Environmental Performance Indicators 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 12 Needs improvement5 42
Policy 12 Good6 50
Product Responsibility 2 Excellent2 100
Urban Environmental Accords 2 Excellent2 100
Vision 8 Excellent6 75
Environmental Reporting
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Emissions to Air 14 Good8 57
Energy 28 Needs improvement10 36
Management 63 Needs improvement23 37
Materials Usage 21 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Products 21 Needs substantial improvement2 10
Recycling 21 Needs improvement7 33
Waste 35 Needs improvement11 31
Water 7 Good4 57
Social Intent
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Accountability 4 Excellent4 100
Management 12 Excellent10 83
Policy 6 Excellent6 100
Social Demographic 2 Excellent2 100
Vision 4 Excellent4 100
Social Reporting
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
GRI Social Performance Indicators 7 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Human Rights 77 Needs substantial improvement7 9
Management 14 Good7 50
Qualitative Social 56 Needs improvement16 29
Quantitative Social 49 Needs substantial improvement11 22
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Sears Holdings
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Sears Holdings has implemented many environmental initiatives to address the growing emissions and habitat issues.  In 2010, Sears earned the Energy 
Star Retail Partner of the Year award.  Sears created a Responsible Appliance Disposal Program so that customers could properly dispose of refrigerators, 
freezers, and air conditioners at the end of the product life cycle.  It also has a Sustainable Paper Procurement Policy ensuring that the necessary paper is 
made from a sustainable combination of resources and processes.  It now offers reusable bags to its customers and offers green home improvement 
products.  In 2008 Sears recycled 2250 tons of hangers and 2058 tons of plastic.  It has installed energy efficient lighting and reclaims and recycles precious 
metals, antifreeze, and batteries.  Sears sells green products and encourages customers to purchase those items that can be recycled; it carries energy 
efficient televisions and recyclable electronics.  Sears has also implemented oil recycling initiatives to conserve oil; 8.8 million gallons of oil were recycled 
in 2004.  There is also a Sears group that removes tires from waste streams.  The Sears Logistic Team promotes clean air through its Smartway Transport 
Partner initiative.  Partnered with the EPA, this team works to reduce carbon emissions and environmental impacts caused by the trucking industry.  Social 
responsibility was lightly discusses in the Sears report; it mentioned that flexible hours and telecommuting were viable work options for employees to 
reduce transportation emissions and create a better work environment.   Sears’ human rights reporting is sufficient; more information about workforce 
diversity and women in management would be beneficial.  
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Comparison with sector averages Source of points
A
Jaclyn T. D'Arcy
Distribution of points
E=Total Environmental Score, ESA=Environmental Sector Average Score, EI=Environmental Intent, ER=Environmental Reporting, EP=Environmental Performance, S=Total Social 
Score, SSA=Social Sector Average Score, SI=Social Intent, SR=Social Reporting, SP=Social Performance
EI ER EP SI SR SP
Sears Holdings
67
32
22
50
31 22
Analyst(s):
Environmental Intent
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Accountability 4 Good2 50
Environmental Performance Indicators 2 Excellent2 100
Management 12 Needs improvement4 33
Policy 12 Excellent10 83
Product Responsibility 2 Excellent2 100
Urban Environmental Accords 2 Excellent2 100
Vision 8 Excellent6 75
Environmental Reporting
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Emissions to Air 14 Needs improvement5 36
Energy 28 Needs improvement8 29
Management 63 Needs improvement17 27
Materials Usage 21 Needs substantial improvement4 19
Products 21 Needs substantial improvement5 24
Recycling 21 Needs improvement9 43
Waste 35 Needs improvement9 26
Water 7 Needs improvement3 43
Social Intent
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Accountability 4 Excellent3 75
Management 12 Needs improvement4 33
Policy 6 Excellent6 100
Social Demographic 2 Good1 50
Vision 4 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Social Reporting
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
GRI Social Performance Indicators 7 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Human Rights 77 Needs improvement36 47
Management 14 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Qualitative Social 56 Needs improvement25 45
Quantitative Social 49 Needs substantial improvement1 2
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Shopko has a community giving program.  The Shopko Foundations sponsors charitable causes and created a gift matching program for its employees.  
There is no environmental or social responsibility reporting, nor is there information on human rights.
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Comparison with sector averages Source of points
D
Jaclyn T. D'Arcy
Distribution of points
E=Total Environmental Score, ESA=Environmental Sector Average Score, EI=Environmental Intent, ER=Environmental Reporting, EP=Environmental Performance, S=Total Social 
Score, SSA=Social Sector Average Score, SI=Social Intent, SR=Social Reporting, SP=Social Performance
EI ER EP SI SR SP
Shopko Stores0 0 0
21
9 7
Analyst(s):
Environmental Intent
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Accountability 4 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Environmental Performance Indicators 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 12 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Policy 12 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Product Responsibility 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Urban Environmental Accords 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Vision 8 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Environmental Reporting
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Emissions to Air 14 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Energy 28 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 63 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Materials Usage 21 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Products 21 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Recycling 21 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Waste 35 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Water 7 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Social Intent
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Accountability 4 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 12 Needs improvement4 33
Policy 6 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Social Demographic 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Vision 4 Good2 50
Social Reporting
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
GRI Social Performance Indicators 7 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Human Rights 77 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 14 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Qualitative Social 56 Needs improvement16 29
Quantitative Social 49 Needs substantial improvement2 4
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Target
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Target has honorable environmental visions and has implemented many goals into its everyday routines at stores around the world.  It has implemented a 
recycling program that specializes in recycling shopping carts; 90 percent of hangers are now recycled and reused.  To decrease transportation emissions, 
Target employees use segways.  LED lights have been installed in Target stores to decrease the amount of energy used in stores.  To cope with the growing 
destruction of environmental habitats and ecosystems, Target has begun redeveloping brownfield sites.  Target reports a vast variety of social community 
initiatives around the world.  Their philanthropic initiatives include reading and education, arts and culture, and social services.  In 2009 alone, employees 
volunteered 450,000 hours of community service to work towards community goals.  Target gives $3 million each week for community development and 
education; it gives five percent of its income to the communities in which it operates.  It also donates overstocked groceries to communities in need.  
Target’s environmental reporting, however, is flawed.  More emission reporting is necessary to get a general idea of the actual carbon footprint of this 
company as a whole.  There was also many areas in the human rights reporting section that were left out: sexual harassment, bribery, and free association.  
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Comparison with sector averages Source of points
A-
Jaclyn T. D'Arcy
Distribution of points
E=Total Environmental Score, ESA=Environmental Sector Average Score, EI=Environmental Intent, ER=Environmental Reporting, EP=Environmental Performance, S=Total Social 
Score, SSA=Social Sector Average Score, SI=Social Intent, SR=Social Reporting, SP=Social Performance
EI ER EP SI SR SP
Target
55
27 17
64
23
34
Analyst(s):
Environmental Intent
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Accountability 4 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Environmental Performance Indicators 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 12 Needs improvement4 33
Policy 12 Excellent10 83
Product Responsibility 2 Good1 50
Urban Environmental Accords 2 Excellent2 100
Vision 8 Excellent6 75
Environmental Reporting
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Emissions to Air 14 Needs improvement4 29
Energy 28 Needs improvement10 36
Management 63 Needs improvement19 30
Materials Usage 21 Needs substantial improvement3 14
Products 21 Needs substantial improvement3 14
Recycling 21 Needs improvement8 38
Waste 35 Needs substantial improvement3 9
Water 7 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Social Intent
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Accountability 4 Good2 50
Management 12 Good6 50
Policy 6 Excellent6 100
Social Demographic 2 Excellent2 100
Vision 4 Good2 50
Social Reporting
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
GRI Social Performance Indicators 7 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Human Rights 77 Needs substantial improvement7 9
Management 14 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Qualitative Social 56 Excellent42 75
Quantitative Social 49 Needs substantial improvement4 8
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Walmart Corporate exemplifies necessary action towards environmental sustainability around the world.  Its environmental management team has 
developed a Sustainability 360 approach.  This approach allows Walmart to understand a more comprehensive view of its company and engage suppliers 
and customers around the world to improve the environment.  In 2009, Walmart decreased plastic bag waste by 6.5 million pounds.  To cope with its 
industrial carbon footprint, it has eliminate 20 million metric tons of greenhouse gases from its global supply chain.  GreenWERCS is a Walmart organization 
that focuses on improving chemical-based products so that they are less environmentally harmful.  Walmart Corporate also believes in social responsibility 
and human rights reporting.  The excess food at Walmart stores is donated to the Feeding America Program.  It has joined with the government to work 
towards reforming the health care system in America.  Through social community investments, Walmart supports fighting hunger, veteran communities, 
environmental education, and children’s hospitals.  Walmart also reports their employee benefit and support programs.  It has created a workplace 
development program to support upward career development and eliminate discrimination in the workplace.  Walmart has set the standard for corporate 
environmental responsibility and continues to be a national leader in reducing greenhouse gases, supplier responsibility and diversity, and human rights.
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Comparison with sector averages Source of points
A+
Jaclyn T. D'Arcy
Distribution of points
E=Total Environmental Score, ESA=Environmental Sector Average Score, EI=Environmental Intent, ER=Environmental Reporting, EP=Environmental Performance, S=Total Social 
Score, SSA=Social Sector Average Score, SI=Social Intent, SR=Social Reporting, SP=Social Performance
EI ER EP SI SR SP
W al-Mart
71
31 27
75
29 38
Analyst(s):
Environmental Intent
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Accountability 4 Needs improvement1 25
Environmental Performance Indicators 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Management 12 Needs improvement5 42
Policy 12 Excellent12 100
Product Responsibility 2 Excellent2 100
Urban Environmental Accords 2 Excellent2 100
Vision 8 Excellent8 100
Environmental Reporting
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Emissions to Air 14 Needs improvement6 43
Energy 28 Needs improvement8 29
Management 63 Needs improvement20 32
Materials Usage 21 Needs improvement10 48
Products 21 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Recycling 21 Needs improvement7 33
Waste 35 Needs improvement9 26
Water 7 Needs improvement3 43
Social Intent
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
Accountability 4 Excellent3 75
Management 12 Good8 67
Policy 6 Excellent6 100
Social Demographic 2 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Vision 4 Excellent4 100
Social Reporting
Question Category Max Score General CommentScore %
GRI Social Performance Indicators 7 Needs substantial improvement0 0
Human Rights 77 Needs substantial improvement8 10
Management 14 Good7 50
Qualitative Social 56 Excellent42 75
Quantitative Social 49 Needs substantial improvement8 16
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General Merchandisers
Environmental visionary statement
-Discussion: includes a clear visionary statement expressing an organizational 
commitment to good environmental performance. 
-Initiatives/actions: include measures to fulfill that commitment.
5
Discussion
Initiatives/actions
Discussion Pg#
Initiatives Pg#
Environmental impediments and challenges
-Discussion: of impediments and challenges faced by the organization in 
attempting to realize its environmental vision and commitments.
-Initiatives/actions: include measures to overcome them.
6
Discussion
Initiatives/actions
Discussion Pg#
Initiatives Pg#
Environmental goals
Specific targets and goals for improved environmental performance.
14
Discussion
Initiatives/actions
Discussion Pg#
Initiatives Pg#
Social visionary statement 
-Discussion: includes a clear visionary statement expressing an organizational 
commitment to good social performance.
-Initiatives/actions: include measures taken to fulfill that commitment.
42
Discussion
Initiatives/actions
Discussion Pg#
Initiatives Pg#
Social impediments and challenges
Discussion: of impediments and challenges faced by the organization in 
attempting to realize its social vision and commitments.
Initiatives/actions: include measures taken to overcome them.
43
Discussion
Initiatives/actions
Discussion Pg#
Initiatives Pg#
Commitment to minimize consumption
Pledge to minimize consumption of resources.  May include commitments to 
minimize energy, water, and materials consumption, to use recycled materials, 
and to recycle internally.
10004
Discussion
Initiatives/actions
Discussion Pg#
Initiatives Pg#
Commitment to minimize environmental impacts 
Pledge to minimize general environmental impacts.
10005
Discussion
Initiatives/actions
Discussion Pg#
Initiatives Pg#
Environmental policy statement
-Discussion: includes a formal statement of the organization's environmental 
policy or plan.
-Initiatives/actions: include a description of how the policy is being 
implemented.
9
Discussion
Initiatives/actions
Discussion Pg#
Initiatives Pg#
Social policy statement 
-Discussion: includes a formal statement of the company's social policy or plan.
-Initiatives/actions: include a description of how the policy is being 
implemented.
45
Discussion
Initiatives/actions
Discussion Pg#
Initiatives Pg#
Report contact person
-Discussion: identifies the person specifically designated to answer questions 
about the report or sustainability issues. Investor relations or public relations 
contact representatives are not valid contacts for this question. 
-Initiatives/actions: to facilitate such contact, i.e. providing email address, 
phone number, or a link for feedback and questions.
4
Discussion
Initiatives/actions
Discussion Pg#
Initiatives Pg#
Environmental management structure
-Discussion: of the organization's environmental management structure or 
staffing.
-Initiatives/actions: include identification of individuals currently holding the 
staff positions.
19
Discussion
Initiatives/actions
Discussion Pg#
Initiatives Pg#
Environmental management system
-Discussion: includes a statement of adoption of ISO 14001 or other formal 
environmental management system. 
-Initiatives/actions: include information on the extent to which the system has 
been implemented.
20
Discussion
Initiatives/actions
Discussion Pg#
Initiatives Pg#
Health and safety, or social organizational structure
-Discussion: of organizational structure or staffing for ensuring health and 
safety or social responsibility.
-Initiatives/actions: include identification of the individuals currently holding 
the staff positions.
51
Discussion
Initiatives/actions
Discussion Pg#
Initiatives Pg#
Stakeholder consultation
-Discussion: of consultation and dialogue with stakeholders about the 
organization's environmental aspects or impacts.
-Initiatives/actions: include identification of specific consultation activities.
23
Discussion
Initiatives/actions
Discussion Pg#
Initiatives Pg#
Environmental aspects and impacts of the industry
Does the report describe the environmental aspects and impacts characteristic 
of its industry?
1899
Discussion
Initiatives/actions
Discussion Pg#
Initiatives Pg#
Environmental education
-Discussion: of efforts to promote environmental education and awareness of 
employees, the general public, or children.
-Initiatives/actions: taken to provide such education.
16
Discussion
Initiatives/actions
Discussion Pg#
Initiatives Pg#
Environmental accounting
-Discussion: of environmental expenditures.
-Initiatives/actions: include detailed accounting of such expenditures.
21
Discussion
Initiatives/actions
Discussion Pg#
Initiatives Pg#
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Third-party validation
-Discussion: of the value (or lack thereof) of third-party auditing or validation. 
-Initiatives/actions: include formal auditing or validation by  a qualified 
external third-party source.
54
Discussion
Initiatives/actions
Discussion Pg#
Initiatives Pg#
Environmental labelling
Efforts to label products that are environmentally-friendly.
259
Discussion
Initiatives/actions
Discussion Pg#
Initiatives Pg#
Climate change/global warming
-Discussion: of the organization's position on climate change and/or global 
warming.
-Initiatives/actions: include measures taken by the organization to decrease its 
contribution to climate change.
10
Discussion
Initiatives/actions
Discussion Pg#
Initiatives Pg#
Habitat/ecosystem conservation
-Discussion: of the organization's position on conserving natural ecosystems 
and habitat.
-Initiatives/actions: taken to increase conservation of natural ecosystems either 
associated with or separate from the organization's business activities.
11
Discussion
Initiatives/actions
Discussion Pg#
Initiatives Pg#
Biodiversity
-Discussion: of the organization's position on biodiversity.
-Initiatives/actions: taken by to the organization to foster biodiversity.
12
Discussion
Initiatives/actions
Discussion Pg#
Initiatives Pg#
Green purchasing
-Discussion: about preferential purchasing of eco-friendly (non-polluting, 
recycled, recyclable, etc.) products.
-Initiatives/actions: taken to implement such purchasing.
13
Discussion
Initiatives/actions
Discussion Pg#
Initiatives Pg#
Supplier screening based on social or environmental 
performance/ supplier management
-Discussion: or description of procedures to evaluate and select suppliers on 
their ability to meet the requirements of the company's social or environmental 
policy and principles.
-Initiatives/actions: include measures to implement or assure such screening or 
selection.
49
Discussion
Initiatives/actions
Discussion Pg#
Initiatives Pg#
Green building
Adopt a policy that mandates a green building rating system standard that 
applies to all new buildings.
306
Discussion
Initiatives/actions
Discussion Pg#
Initiatives Pg#
Percentage of products sold that is reclaimed at the end of 
the products’ useful life by product category
266
Discussion
Initiatives/actions
Discussion Pg#
Initiatives Pg#
Workforce profile: ethnicities/race
-Discussion: of racial or ethnic distribution of workforce.
-Initiatives/actions: taken to avoid racial or ethnic discrimination.
17
Discussion
Initiatives/actions
Discussion Pg#
Initiatives Pg#
Workforce profile: gender
-Discussion: of gender distribution of workforce.
-Initiatives/actions: taken to avoid gender discrimination and achieve 
appropriate balance
18
Discussion
Initiatives/actions
Discussion Pg#
Initiatives Pg#
Workforce profile: age
-Discussion: of age distribution of workforce.
-Initiatives/actions: include measures taken to avoid age discrimination or to 
encourage a balanced age structure.
52
Discussion
Initiatives/actions
Discussion Pg#
Initiatives Pg#
Employment for individuals with disabilities
-Discussion: of appropriate actions to accommodate employees with disabilities.
-Initiatives/actions:  taken to implement such accommodations.
80
Discussion
Initiatives/actions
Discussion Pg#
Initiatives Pg#
Emergency preparedness program
-Discussion: of emergency preparedness programs to prepare employees or the 
public to cope with potential emergencies at the organization's facilities.
-Initiatives/actions: include measures taken to implement such programs.
53
Discussion
Initiatives/actions
Discussion Pg#
Initiatives Pg#
Employee training for career development
-Discussion: of training, skills and learning programs appropriate to support 
employees' upward mobility.
-Initiatives/actions:  taken to implement such training.
82
Discussion
Initiatives/actions
Discussion Pg#
Initiatives Pg#
Social initiatives, including donations and grants 
Corporate giving and social initiatives.  Commonly includes community 
programs,  donations, grants, and scholarships.
55
Discussion
Initiatives/actions
Discussion Pg#
Initiatives Pg#
Code of conduct or business ethics
-Discussion: includes a formal organizational code of conduct or of ethical 
behavior.
-Initiatives/actions: include measures to assure that the code of conduct is 
followed.
47
Discussion
Initiatives/actions
Discussion Pg#
Initiatives Pg#
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Environmental initiatives (voluntary) including donations 
and grants
Any unrequired activity beneficial to the environment by the company or by its 
employees.
22
Discussion
Initiatives/actions
Discussion Pg#
Initiatives Pg#
Energy used (total)
Sum of the energy used by the organization in all different forms, including 
electricity, fuel, natural gas and others.
26
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Goal Pg#:
Quant Pg#:
Prev Quan Pg#:
Improve Pg#
Year Data Values Units
Context
Goal
Current Period Quantitative Data
Previous Quantitative Data
Improvement Over Previous
Energy used (renewable)
Energy used from renewable sources such as wind, solar, hydroelectric, or 
other renewable sources.
27
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Goal Pg#:
Quant Pg#:
Prev Quan Pg#:
Improve Pg#
Year Data Values Units
Context
Goal
Current Period Quantitative Data
Previous Quantitative Data
Improvement Over Previous
Electricity consumption
Total amount of electricity consumed by a company during operations.
28
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Goal Pg#:
Quant Pg#:
Prev Quan Pg#:
Improve Pg#
Year Data Values Units
Context
Goal
Current Period Quantitative Data
Previous Quantitative Data
Improvement Over Previous
Energy used: Logistics
Amount of fuel consumed for logistics purposes
103
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Goal Pg#:
Quant Pg#:
Prev Quan Pg#:
Improve Pg#
Year Data Values Units
Context
Goal
Current Period Quantitative Data
Previous Quantitative Data
Improvement Over Previous
Waste recycled: solid waste
Sum of all solid waste recycled, including hazardous waste.
30
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Goal Pg#:
Quant Pg#:
Prev Quan Pg#:
Improve Pg#
Year Data Values Units
Context
Goal
Current Period Quantitative Data
Previous Quantitative Data
Improvement Over Previous
Waste (office) recycled
Office recycling of paper, cardboard, metal, or plastic.
32
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Goal Pg#:
Quant Pg#:
Prev Quan Pg#:
Improve Pg#
Year Data Values Units
Context
Goal
Current Period Quantitative Data
Previous Quantitative Data
Improvement Over Previous
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Waste produced
Sum of all waste produced from company operations.
33
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Goal Pg#:
Quant Pg#:
Prev Quan Pg#:
Improve Pg#
Year Data Values Units
Context
Goal
Current Period Quantitative Data
Previous Quantitative Data
Improvement Over Previous
Waste (solid) disposed of
Includes solid hazardous and non-hazardous waste landfilled, incinerated, or 
transferred.
34
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Goal Pg#:
Quant Pg#:
Prev Quan Pg#:
Improve Pg#
Year Data Values Units
Context
Goal
Current Period Quantitative Data
Previous Quantitative Data
Improvement Over Previous
Waste (hazardous) produced
Sum of all hazardous materials remaining after production, irrespective of 
final disposition. Hazardous wastes include items identified as TRI, PRTR, 
HAP (Hazardous Air Pollutants), and similar indices, and may include 
mercury or lead. Depending on the nationality of the organization, this could 
be labeled "TRI" (Toxic Release Inventory,) "substance releases" , or 
something else.
35
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Goal Pg#:
Quant Pg#:
Prev Quan Pg#:
Improve Pg#
Year Data Values Units
Context
Goal
Current Period Quantitative Data
Previous Quantitative Data
Improvement Over Previous
Waste (hazardous) released to the environment
Amounts of hazardous materials released into the environment, total (TRI, 
PRTR, HAP (Hazardous Air Pollutants), and similar indices), may include 
mercury or lead. Depending on the nationality of the organization, this could 
be labeled "TRI" (Toxic Release Inventory), "substance releases," or 
something else.
37
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Goal Pg#:
Quant Pg#:
Prev Quan Pg#:
Improve Pg#
Year Data Values Units
Context
Goal
Current Period Quantitative Data
Previous Quantitative Data
Improvement Over Previous
Materials reused or recycled: Packaging materials
The recycling of materials such as cardboard, plastics, or wood, used to 
package any goods received from a supplier or delivered to a distributor.
107
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Goal Pg#:
Quant Pg#:
Prev Quan Pg#:
Improve Pg#
Year Data Values Units
Context
Goal
Current Period Quantitative Data
Previous Quantitative Data
Improvement Over Previous
Waste: Packaging materials
The amount of waste  materials specified as packaging materials by the 
organization, and not reused or recycled.
109
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Goal Pg#:
Quant Pg#:
Prev Quan Pg#:
Improve Pg#
Year Data Values Units
Context
Goal
Current Period Quantitative Data
Previous Quantitative Data
Improvement Over Previous
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Green material used
Materials used in production generated from recycled materials or easily 
recyclable or reusable after product life.
146
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Goal Pg#:
Quant Pg#:
Prev Quan Pg#:
Improve Pg#
Year Data Values Units
Context
Goal
Current Period Quantitative Data
Previous Quantitative Data
Improvement Over Previous
Materials used: Non-returnable packaging
Materials such as cardboard, plastics, or  wood, used to package any goods 
sold or delivered to a disributor or an end user. Likely to be specifically 
referred to as "packaging materials".
148
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Goal Pg#:
Quant Pg#:
Prev Quan Pg#:
Improve Pg#
Year Data Values Units
Context
Goal
Current Period Quantitative Data
Previous Quantitative Data
Improvement Over Previous
Water used
Sum of all water used during operations.
29
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Goal Pg#:
Quant Pg#:
Prev Quan Pg#:
Improve Pg#
Year Data Values Units
Context
Goal
Current Period Quantitative Data
Previous Quantitative Data
Improvement Over Previous
Greenhouse gases (or CO2 equivalents), total
The sum of all greenhouse gases released, which could include CO2, CH4 
(methane), N2O (nitrous oxide), SF6 (Sulphur hexafluoride), PFCs 
(Perfluorocarbons) and HFCs (hydrofluorocarbons). The report should label 
this indicator as "greenhouse gases released", "CO2 Equivalents", or similar.
83
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Goal Pg#:
Quant Pg#:
Prev Quan Pg#:
Improve Pg#
Year Data Values Units
Context
Goal
Current Period Quantitative Data
Previous Quantitative Data
Improvement Over Previous
Logistics emissions
Emissions as a result of input and output transport of materials.  Some 
companies report their CO2 logistics emissions while some only report 
logistics emission in general terms.
124
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Goal Pg#:
Quant Pg#:
Prev Quan Pg#:
Improve Pg#
Year Data Values Units
Context
Goal
Current Period Quantitative Data
Previous Quantitative Data
Improvement Over Previous
Employee turnover rate
Annual employee turnover rate.
3
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Goal Pg#:
Quant Pg#:
Prev Quan Pg#:
Improve Pg#
Year Data Values Units
Context
Goal
Current Period Quantitative Data
Previous Quantitative Data
Improvement Over Previous
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Recordable incident/accident rate
Number of employee incidents or accidents, such as: “total case incident 
rate,”  “incident rate,” or "accident rate."
74
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Goal Pg#:
Quant Pg#:
Prev Quan Pg#:
Improve Pg#
Year Data Values Units
Context
Goal
Current Period Quantitative Data
Previous Quantitative Data
Improvement Over Previous
Lost workday case rate
Number of employee injuries or illnesses that resulted in one or more lost 
workdays.
75
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Goal Pg#:
Quant Pg#:
Prev Quan Pg#:
Improve Pg#
Year Data Values Units
Context
Goal
Current Period Quantitative Data
Previous Quantitative Data
Improvement Over Previous
Strikes and lockouts
Number of strikes and lockouts exceeding one week's duration, by country
278
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Goal Pg#:
Quant Pg#:
Prev Quan Pg#:
Improve Pg#
Year Data Values Units
Context
Goal
Current Period Quantitative Data
Previous Quantitative Data
Improvement Over Previous
Customer satisfaction
Efforts to compile, validate, track, and analyze customer complaints.
71
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Goal Pg#:
Quant Pg#:
Prev Quan Pg#:
Improve Pg#
Year Data Values Units
Context
Goal
Current Period Quantitative Data
Previous Quantitative Data
Improvement Over Previous
Social community investment
Amount of money spent on community outreach, including education grants, 
donations, and relief effort funds.
81
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Goal Pg#:
Quant Pg#:
Prev Quan Pg#:
Improve Pg#
Year Data Values Units
Context
Goal
Current Period Quantitative Data
Previous Quantitative Data
Improvement Over Previous
Notices of violation (environmental)
Notices of violation (NOVs) for environmental infractions.
38
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Goal Pg#:
Quant Pg#:
Prev Quan Pg#:
Improve Pg#
Year Data Values Units
Context
Goal
Current Period Quantitative Data
Previous Quantitative Data
Improvement Over Previous
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Environmental expenses and investments
An accounting of money spent or invested specifically to decrease 
environmental damage or to benefit the environment.
39
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Goal Pg#:
Quant Pg#:
Prev Quan Pg#:
Improve Pg#
Year Data Values Units
Context
Goal
Current Period Quantitative Data
Previous Quantitative Data
Improvement Over Previous
Fines (environmental)
Government imposed fines for environmental infractions.
40
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Goal Pg#:
Quant Pg#:
Prev Quan Pg#:
Improve Pg#
Year Data Values Units
Context
Goal
Current Period Quantitative Data
Previous Quantitative Data
Improvement Over Previous
Health and safety citations
Number of health and safety citations or notices of violation. If it is stated that 
there were none, check lines 1,2,3, 4, and 6.
76
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Goal Pg#:
Quant Pg#:
Prev Quan Pg#:
Improve Pg#
Year Data Values Units
Context
Goal
Current Period Quantitative Data
Previous Quantitative Data
Improvement Over Previous
Health and safety fines
Fines levied against a company for health and safety violations.
77
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Goal Pg#:
Quant Pg#:
Prev Quan Pg#:
Improve Pg#
Year Data Values Units
Context
Goal
Current Period Quantitative Data
Previous Quantitative Data
Improvement Over Previous
Product stewardship or take-back
Inclusion of maintenance, recycling or disposal services in the sales price of a 
product. The car battery industry, for example, recycles nearly 100% of 
returned batteries.
139
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Goal Pg#:
Quant Pg#:
Prev Quan Pg#:
Improve Pg#
Year Data Values Units
Context
Goal
Current Period Quantitative Data
Previous Quantitative Data
Improvement Over Previous
Emulating best practices
Organization looks for industry "best practices" or performance of peer organizations 
as a guide to its reporting.
164
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Improve Pg#:
Initiative Pg#:Initiatives/Action
Context
Improvement Over Previous
Geographic differences in environmental performance
Does the report describe the company’s comparative environmental performance 
based on geographic location?
3499
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Improve Pg#:
Initiative Pg#:Initiatives/Action
Context
Improvement Over Previous
Financing ecologically friendly projects
To finance environmentally benefical project such as reforestation or renewable 
energy generation.
190
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Improve Pg#:
Initiative Pg#:Initiatives/Action
Context
Improvement Over Previous
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Life Cycle Analysis (LCA)
Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) is a formal procedure that examines the environmental 
aspects and impacts of a process or product from "cradle to grave".  To get credit 
here, it must be referred to as life cycle analyses or planning.
147
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Improve Pg#:
Initiative Pg#:Initiatives/Action
Context
Improvement Over Previous
Raw material reduction
Does the report describe effort to reduce the company’s usage of raw materials?
3799
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Improve Pg#:
Initiative Pg#:Initiatives/Action
Context
Improvement Over Previous
Women in management
Relative numbers of women in management.
2
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Improve Pg#:
Initiative Pg#:Initiatives/Action
Context
Improvement Over Previous
Employee satisfaction surveys
Surveys to monitor employee satisfaction.
67
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Improve Pg#:
Initiative Pg#:Initiatives/Action
Context
Improvement Over Previous
Occupational health and safety protection
Efforts to provide a safe and healthy working environment at all sites.
70
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Improve Pg#:
Initiative Pg#:Initiatives/Action
Context
Improvement Over Previous
Employee volunteerism
Efforts to promote employee volunteerism in  social or environmental projects.
72
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Improve Pg#:
Initiative Pg#:Initiatives/Action
Context
Improvement Over Previous
Green transportation initiatives
Programs to encourage carpooling, mass transit or other reductions in total 
commuting.
163
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Improve Pg#:
Initiative Pg#:Initiatives/Action
Context
Improvement Over Previous
Access to health care for employees
Efforts to provide access to employees, especially those who are working off-shores
185
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Improve Pg#:
Initiative Pg#:Initiatives/Action
Context
Improvement Over Previous
Community development
Efforts to participate in social activities that improve the quality of life of 
communities including that of indigenous people, where the organization operates.
66
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Improve Pg#:
Initiative Pg#:Initiatives/Action
Context
Improvement Over Previous
Community education
Efforts to support education in the communities where the company is located.
68
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Improve Pg#:
Initiative Pg#:Initiatives/Action
Context
Improvement Over Previous
Customer health and safety
Efforts to help improve the user's health and safety in using the products or service 
provided by the company. Some companies provide Material Safety Data Sheets 
(MSDS) with health and safety information about each product.
169
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Improve Pg#:
Initiative Pg#:Initiatives/Action
Context
Improvement Over Previous
Customer wellness and nutrition
Efforts to help improve the user's wellness and nutrition, including food safety.
196
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Improve Pg#:
Initiative Pg#:Initiatives/Action
Context
Improvement Over Previous
Green technologies research and development
Research and development on green technologies
133
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Improve Pg#:
Initiative Pg#:Initiatives/Action
Context
Improvement Over Previous
Product environmental performance
Analysis of the environmental impacts and aspects of the organization's products.
140
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Improve Pg#:
Initiative Pg#:Initiatives/Action
Context
Improvement Over Previous
Eco-efficiency monitoring
Eco-efficiency is a numerical indicator to measure the degree of environmental 
impact caused relative to the scale of  business activities. Many such indicators exist.
144
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Improve Pg#:
Initiative Pg#:Initiatives/Action
Context
Improvement Over Previous
Customer Emergency Support
Effort to help customers with medical emergencies involving the company's product.
149
Discussion Discussion Pg#:
Context Pg#:
Improve Pg#:
Initiative Pg#:Initiatives/Action
Context
Improvement Over Previous
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Sexual harassment
Rejection of any form of sexual harassment.
1
Initiative Pg#:
Policy Adopt Pg#:
Monitoring Pg#:
Qty Perf Pg#:
Adoption of Policy
Action to Reinforce Policy
Monitoring
Quant. Indication of Compliance
Political contributions
Policy about political contributions.
7
Initiative Pg#:
Policy Adopt Pg#:
Monitoring Pg#:
Qty Perf Pg#:
Adoption of Policy
Action to Reinforce Policy
Monitoring
Quant. Indication of Compliance
Bribery
Rejection of bribery
8
Initiative Pg#:
Policy Adopt Pg#:
Monitoring Pg#:
Qty Perf Pg#:
Adoption of Policy
Action to Reinforce Policy
Monitoring
Quant. Indication of Compliance
Anti-corruption practices
Efforts to uphold the highest standards of business ethics and integrity.  May be found
under a Code of Conduct.
58
Initiative Pg#:
Policy Adopt Pg#:
Monitoring Pg#:
Qty Perf Pg#:
Adoption of Policy
Action to Reinforce Policy
Monitoring
Quant. Indication of Compliance
Fair compensation of employees
Assurance that wages paid meet or exceed legal or industry minimum standard.
62
Initiative Pg#:
Policy Adopt Pg#:
Monitoring Pg#:
Qty Perf Pg#:
Adoption of Policy
Action to Reinforce Policy
Monitoring
Quant. Indication of Compliance
Reasonable working hours
Compliance with applicable laws and industry standards on working hours, including 
overtime.
64
Initiative Pg#:
Policy Adopt Pg#:
Monitoring Pg#:
Qty Perf Pg#:
Adoption of Policy
Action to Reinforce Policy
Monitoring
Quant. Indication of Compliance
Degrading treatment or punishment of employees
Commitment to oppose any corporal/hard labor punishment, mental/physical 
coercion, or verbal abuse.
59
Initiative Pg#:
Policy Adopt Pg#:
Monitoring Pg#:
Qty Perf Pg#:
Adoption of Policy
Action to Reinforce Policy
Monitoring
Quant. Indication of Compliance
Elimination of discrimination in respect to employment and 
occupation
Commitment not to engage in any kind of discrimination based on ethnicity, caste, 
religion, disability, sex, age, sexual orientation, union membership, or political 
affiliation in hiring practices or employee treatment.
60
Initiative Pg#:
Policy Adopt Pg#:
Monitoring Pg#:
Qty Perf Pg#:
Adoption of Policy
Action to Reinforce Policy
Monitoring
Quant. Indication of Compliance
Free association and collective bargaining of employees
Efforts to respect the right of employees to form and join trade unions of their choice 
and to bargain collectively.
61
Initiative Pg#:
Policy Adopt Pg#:
Monitoring Pg#:
Qty Perf Pg#:
Adoption of Policy
Action to Reinforce Policy
Monitoring
Quant. Indication of Compliance
Elimination of all forms of forced and compulsory labor
Assurance that all employees enter employment with the company of their own free 
will, not by compulsion.
63
Initiative Pg#:
Policy Adopt Pg#:
Monitoring Pg#:
Qty Perf Pg#:
Adoption of Policy
Action to Reinforce Policy
Monitoring
Quant. Indication of Compliance
Effective abolition of child labor
Rejection of illegal child labor by the company or its affiliates.
65
Initiative Pg#:
Policy Adopt Pg#:
Monitoring Pg#:
Qty Perf Pg#:
Adoption of Policy
Action to Reinforce Policy
Monitoring
Quant. Indication of Compliance
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Contact Information
Roberts Environmental Center
The Roberts Environmental Center is a research institute at Claremont McKenna College, endowed by George R. 
Roberts, Founding Partner, Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co. The Center is managed by faculty and sta, and its research, 
including the material in this report, is done by students at the Claremont Colleges.
Dr. J. Emil Morhardt, Director, Phone: 909-621-8190, email: emorhardt@cmc.edu
Elgeritte Adidjaja, Research Fellow, Phone: 909-621-8698, email: eadidjaja@cmc.edu
Roberts Environmental Center, Claremont McKenna College, 925 N. Mills Avenue, Claremont, CA 91711-5916, USA.
Claremont McKenna College, a member of the Claremont Colleges, is a highly selective, independent, coeducational, 
residential, undergraduate liberal arts college with a curricular emphasis on economics, government, and public 
aairs. 
Claremont McKenna College
The Claremont Colleges
The Claremont Colleges form a consortium of ve undergraduate liberal arts colleges and two graduate institutions 
based on the Oxford/Cambridge model. The consortium oers students diverse opportunities and resources typically 
found only at much larger universities.  The consortium members include Claremont McKenna College, Harvey Mudd 
College, Pitzer College, Pomona College, Scripps College, Keck Graduate Institute of Applied Life Sciences, and the 
Clremont Graduate University which—includes the Peter F. Drucker and Masatoshi Ito Graduate School of 
Management.
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